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Chapter I INTRODUCTION 
Τ - 1 Бопе introductory renarks. 
Industrially important catalytic hydrogénations extensively employ 
heterogeneous systems. The catalysts used consist mainly of finely 
dispersed group VIII metals deposited on inorganic supports (1). 
On these metal particles a substrate and hydrogen may be adsorbed 
and activated, after which the hydrogénation of the substrate occurs 
on the netal surface. 
Another class of catalysts with an increasing importance, especially 
in preparative organic chemistry, are group Vlll-metal compounds, used 
in homogeneous solution (2). The catalyst mostly is a low valency metal 
complex, on which hydrogen can be activated e.g. by an oxidative 
addition reaction in which a cis-dihydrido compound is formed. The 
substrate may be coordinated to the complex on a free site, often 
originating by dissociation of a 1igand from the complex. After 
activation of hydrogen and unsaturate, a metal alkyl hydndo complex 
is formed by а елs-insertion reaction. Then a hydrogen transfer to 
the alkyl group will lead to formation of a hydrogenated product and 
regeneration of the active catalyst (3). 
As compared to heterogeneous systems, the homogeneous catalysts 
exhibit some advantages, both of practical and of scientific interest, 
which are the principal reasons to study these compounds and their 
reactions. The main advantages are as follows. 
-In principle, all metal centers may be active in the catalytic 
reaction. In heterogeneous systeis only the metal surface is active. 
-The catalyst nay oe prepared in a very pure state by recrystallization 
of the complex. In heterogeneous catalysis, the catalyst preparation 
is less reproduc-ible. 
-As all catalytically active species are uniform, no complications 
occur such as distributions of heat and entropy of adsorption. This 
is not the case with heterogeneous catalysts, which almost always 
have a crystallitesize distribution that induces these complications. 
-Although the hydrogénation activity of homogeneous catalysts often is 
Lower than of heterogeneous ones, the selectivity for e.g. asymmetric 
hydrogtnation can be made much larger by changes in 1igands (e.g. 4,5). 
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-Catalytic intermediates in homogeneous solution may be rore open zo 
physico-chemical techniques than intermed1at es on the surface of a 
heterogeneous catalyse. 
However, homogeneous systems also have some drawbacks, especially: 
-The catalyse is a transition netal comp ex, whuch often is themo-
labile, so reactions have to be performed at quite low terperatures. 
-The catalyst ^s only active ir a dissolved btate. Nondestrjct ve 
separation of the complex from Lhe reactionmedium is difficult to 
accomplish. The recovery of the catalyst is necessary because 
-most homogeneous transition metal catalybLS are very expensive and 
very poisonous compounds. 
For the past 13 years much work has been done to prepare hydrogénation 
catalysts, which combine the advantages of horogeneous systems and Lhe 
ease of recovery of heterogeneous ones 16,7,8). In case of reactions in 
the liquid phase, one has devised several nethods to accomplish this 
"heterogemzation", e.g. 
-Application of a two-phase liquid system; the homogeneous catalyst 
then must be insoluble in the reactant/product phase (9). 
-Chemical linking of 1igands to a soi id support, e.g. SiO„ , 
polystyrene (for recent rev ev,s, see 10,11). 
While much is known about the properties of this typ< of catalyst with 
respect to preparative methodb, hardly anyone has dealt with the mcchin-
istic implications of heterogeni/ing (12,U). It is known, that in almost 
all cases the heterogen1 zed complex exhibits a loz/cr activity thin the 
homogeneous one. In the former method this is, obvlOusly, a consequence 
o^ the fact that hydrogénation on y car take place at the in4erphase of 
two immisciole liquids. Thus noL all catiiysi moieculei are available 
for reaction. In the latter method, the support may he regarded as a 
large ligand, so in fact another complex is active in hydrogénation than 
in the homogeneous eise. It іь known, thai reaction гаіеь are very sen­
sitive to subtle chemical changes in the 1 gands. A change in 1 gnnd 
also can lead to a change in the mechanism of hydrogtnat ion. Therefore, 
an extensive kinetic study on lhe hy drope nat ion nechimsm Afilli a ho-o-
geneous catalyst, and on thf chinât ι in с it i1yLiP bchivior, induced by 
immobj.1 izat ion, is of scient ..^ ic η teres t. Such i otudy may аіьо be 
expeci ed to ai ford more understanding of convent onal heterogeneous 
catalysis. Unfortunately, spectroscopic methods will be less suitable 
for the abovementioncd study, as the hetcrogenized system is much less 
open to Lhese methods then tne homogeneous one. 
I - ? On the derivation of rate equations. 
In tils thesib rany rate expressions for catalytic reactions are 
given. Therefore, it seems appropr ate to iHuslrate the methods 
used by derivation of a rate equation for a quite simple rechamsm. 
Consider the catalytic reaction: 
3C 
which proceeds via the mechanism 
1 
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Measuring only in tial rates so that B~B and C~C , the equations, 
о о 
describing 'he ргосеья, are: 
ΊΑ 
— = -к, А-З + к .· AB + к -ABC dt 1 о -1 3 
dAB 
dt 
d.VìC 
= к, А В - к .· AB - к ,· АВ-С + к „· ЛВС 1 о -1 ¿ о -2 
- к_-ЛВ-С - к -ABC - к.,-ЛВС dt ? о -Í 3 
^ = Ч-с 
А = А + AB + ABC, where Χ = ΓχΊ . 
Derivation of an expression for the reactlonrate by solving this 
set of equations, may be accomplished at several levels of sophis­
tication: 
-exact solution of the differential equations, 
-solution by means of the steady state approximation, and 
-solution by means of the equilibrium approxination. 
Solving kinetj-c differential equations exactly, in general proves to 
be a very arduous task. Lspecial^y η the case of catalytic reactions, 
which a fortiori are complex, the exact solution is difficult to arrive 
at, so almost always one has to use an approximate treatment of this 
problem. The steady state approximation (14,15,16,17,18) provides an 
elegant procedure to solve kinetic differential equations. Tt states 
that, after an inductlonpenod , — = 0 for reactive intermediates X, 
having negligible concentrations as compared to the concentrations 
of reactants and of producís; this approximation is a very good one 
in case of catalytic reactions, because of the very low concentrations 
of catalyst species. By this assumption, the differential equations 
become algebraic and may be solved easily. So, in Lhe abovementloned 
example, one can derive the concentrations of the catalyst species 
A, AB and ABC. 
Now, the rate of formation of ВС ...s given by equation I: 
(1) dBC 
d t = к з - А В С 
k.k^k^-A -B *C 
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І + г ^ + К.-В + К,— -В + Κ,,Κ-Β -С + К-— -с 
к l o 1 к_р 0 1 2 о о ? k_i 0 
where К = τ"**- » the equilibrium constant for reaction j. 
J
 "-J 
A fiirther approximation can be made if we assume that step 3 is so slow, 
that all terms in the denominator of expression I, that contain к , 
are negligible. This implies, that the Gibbs free energy of the 
activated complex, formed by step 3, is much higher than the Gibbs 
free energies of all other states on the reactionpath. Under this 
assumption, rate equation I changes into expression II: 
(II) ,
н г
 k.K.K.-A . В -С 
dBC 3 1 ^ о о о 
dl 1 + Κ ·Β + Κ,Κ^Β l o 1 2 ο 
The same equation can also be derived by assuming tnat all reactions, 
preceeding the irreversible step 3, attain equilibrium. 
Note, that, by Ihe abovementioned approximations, we have obtained a 
rate expression, containing only 3 independent constants in stead of 5, 
1 - 3 Selection criteria in kinetic curve-fitting. 
Having obtained a rate equation for a proposed mechanism, as described 
in the foregoing sectLon, this expression must be fitted to experimental 
rate data. These data in general arc functions of the catalyst- and 
substrate concentrations and of the te-iperature. Four selection criteria 
must be satisfied for a particular rrechamsn to be acceptable. 
-The rate equation must produce a good f^ t to all rate data, without 
statistica ""у significant deviations. 
-All numerical values of equilibrium and rate constants must be 
positive. 
-An equilibrium constant as function of temperature has to obey the 
thcrnodynamic equation* 
К = exp(ûS0/P -ûM/RT) , 
a r a t e constant as function of temperature has to sa t i s fy the r e l a t i o n 
from t r a n s i t i o n s t a l e theory (19,20,^1) 
+ + 
D exp(ûS+/R - Ô H V H T ) . 
г " h 
Thus, ln(K) and ln(k /Τ) must be linear furetions of the reciprocal 
temperature. 
+ 
-The values of Δ5 and ôH for an equil briur constant and ofûS 
and ÛH for a rate constart must be physically interpretable (22). 
1 - 4 Scope of zhis thesis. 
The well-known trans tion -letal conplex HhCKPPh ) (23), 
"Wilkinson's catalyst", proves to be a very powerlu1 homogeneous 
catalyst for the hydrogenat on of isolated ioubie bonds. The corrpLex 
may be "heterogen ¿ed" quite easily on both organic and irorganic solid 
supports by chemical linking of the triphenyIphosphine groups to the 
support. Immobil^¿ed, it also shous a reasonable activity η ^he hydro­
génation of olefins. The a n oí our investigation was the eluc dation 
of the hydrogénation mechanise о-** unsaturates by an extt nsi ve kinetic 
study. By chemical anchoring of tne catalyse, we also were ab'e to 
make a limited study of zìe mechanistic impliciiions of irmobi11¿ation. 
In Chapter II a si*nple mechanism for the homogeneous hy Irogenat ю г of 
cyclohexenc is described, based on rate mtasuremt rts a ont ιerpir iture 
only. Solvent interaction with some cata'ycic species provea to ola/ 
an important part in the reaction rechani srr. 
Since not all equilibrium const tints in the proposed recbanism could 
be derived kineticaJly, we neasured some of them spectrophotometncilly» 
as described in Chapter IJ.1. 
The kinetic measurements were extended zo four different températures, 
as described in Cnapter IV. The temp< rature dependence of the thf r-ir— 
dynamic and rate parameters, derived from the rate data wit ι the 
postulated mechanism, led us to propose Ì more rtfined mechanism» Ih it 
could explain all experimental observations. 
To get more confirmation of this proposed mechanism we s udicd the 
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effects on Ihr reaction rate of changeb .^n olefins and solvents. These 
experiments and their interpretation are given in Chapters V and VI. 
Finally, Chapter VII gives some results of immobilization of the 
catalyst and of the effect of immobilization on (he hydrogénation 
mechanism. 
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Chapter II THE RbACTION MbCIIANISM OF THE RhCtfPPh ) CATALYSED 
HYDROGENATION Ob OLEFINS (I) 
M.H.J.M. de Croon, P.F.M.T. van Ntsselrooij, H.J.A.M. 
Kuipers and J.W.E. Cocnen 
(Reprinted with permission from J. Mol. Catal. 4f 325 
(1978)) 
II - 1 Summary. 
The rate of hydrogénation of cyclohexene in benzene with RhCl(PPh») 
as cat-aiyst was measured at ?bt0 С as a function of catalyst concen­
tration, olefin concentration, triphenylphosphine concentration and 
hydrogen pressure. 
Fnterpretation of the rate data gives a direct indication of the 
complexation of a benzene solvent molecule in the catalytic sequence 
and of the LocaLion of the rate detenmning step. Experiments with 
non-coordinating solvents provide furtnor supporting evidence that 
coordination of benzene to some catalytic species is involved. 
II - 2 Introduction. 
Since the discovery of (he reaction by Osborn et al. (1), the hydro­
génation of olefins with RhCl(PPh ) as catalyst has been Lhe subject 
of several investigations (2,3,5,6). However, until now, the mechanism 
of the reaction has not ooen explained unambiguously, owing to the 
complexity of the system. Anong other things, there is uncertainty 
about the structures of the proposed rhodium diphosphine compounds, 
which, by sore workers, are described as solvatod and consequently 
4- and 6-coordinate (1), and by others as non-solvatod 3- and 5-
coordinate species. Also, the role of Lhe dimeric compounds 
(RhCifPPh ) 0 ) 0 and (RhC(P?h )?)0H0 (3) in lhe catalytic cycle is not 
entirely clear. None of the mechanisms proposed so far in the litera-
ture is able to describe our moro extensive kinetic data. 
I I - 3 Expcrimentcil . 
(a) MaLerials. 
Commercial benzene, cyclohexene, cyclohexane, and hexane (Merck A.G.) 
were distilled from a sodium-lead alloy in a hydrogen atnosphere in 
order to renove oxygen, water, and, in the case of cyclohexene, hydro-
quinone. Subsequently, they were stored under H . 
Ethanol (Merck A.G.) was distilled over magnesium in a nitrogen atmo-
sphere and stored under N . 
Hydrogen was purif ed by diffusion through Pd. 
Triphenylphosphine (Merck A.G.) was rccrystal1ized from ethanol in a 
nitrogen atmosphere. 
RhCl xH 0 (Degussa) and N (nigh purify, look-Loos) were used without 
further purifie ation. 
RhCl(PPh ) was prepared according to the literature (1), dried under 
vacuum and dissolved m benzene under hydrogen pressure. 
(b) Apparatus and Kinetic Measurements. 
Kinetic measurements were carried out at ?b.O + 0.05oC with a constant 
3 3 3 
total volume of liquid of 60 en (x cm cyclohcxcne, 60-x cm solvent). 
The constart pressure hydrogénation apparatus was described by 
Hendrikse and Coenen in ref. 8. The rate data are based on initial 
reaction rates, the reproducibility of the kinetic measurements is 
abou- +_ Ь%. 
(c) Curve fitting. 
For processing the reaction-rate data and fitting them to several 
different react ion-r ite equations, .in iterative Least-square computer 
program, MINSO (CE4N computer 6000 series program library), was used. 
II - 4 Results. 
The effects of the variable' caLalyst concentration, cyclohexene 
concentration, Lnpheny Iphosphine conrenl rat ion ind hydrogen pressure 
have been measured over a rather broad range (cat àlysl, O.^ - i.bnM, 
cyclohexene, 0. ς>8 - B.^IM, iddi d tr iphenv Iphcph ι ne 0.0 - P.OmM, 
hydrogen pressure 98 - 1 003 Torr). 
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Fiß. 1. Hate of hydrogénation as a function of the hydrogen 
pressure, cyclohexene = 4.11M; A = l.OmM; Τ = ?5.0,>C. 
о 
Rear t i on-ra Les were independent of s t i m n g - r - a t e , showing t h a t 
hydroger t ranbfer from the gas phase was not p a r t l y r a t e dc-Lei— 
mining. The r a t e s of hydrogénation as a function of the d i f fe ren t 
va r i ab l e s have been plotfed in Figs . 1,3,Ь ard 7. Figure 1 shows 
the hydrogenaLi-on r a t e a i a f u n c i ó n of the hydrogen pressure . To 
a good approximation the r e n p r o c a l value oí the r a t e s a l i nea r 
fund ion oi the rec iprocal of t i e hydroger pr( ssurt ( f i g . ? ) , чо 
we may w r i t e : (1) dll Ε-,Η, 
Έ~ ~ 1 + Γ H, 
where H, - hydrogen pressure. 
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Fig . 2. Plot of the rec iproca l іміе of hydrogénation v s . the 
rec iproca l of the* hydrogen pressure . 
Added tnpheny 1 pho^phine (F igs . 3 and 4) has a s l rong r e t a rda t i on 
ef fec t on the hydrogénation r eac t i on . To а геаьопаЫе approximation, 
the dependence of the r e a c t i o n - r a r e on added tripheny1phosphine may 
be reprebented by a r e l a t i o n of the iorm* 
( I I ) dH_ C„ ? 
dt 1 + С Ρ 4 a 
where V = concentral-on of added triphenyIphosphine. 
dS 
dt 
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Fig. Э. Rate of hydrogénation as a function of the added 
tnphenyl phosphine concentration, cyclohexene = 4. U M ; Ρ 
Η, 
1 003 
mmHg ; A 
О.5mM, l.OmM, χ = ¿.OmM, Τ = 25.00C. 
Fig. Ί. Plot of the reciprocal rate of hydrogénation vs. the added 
tnphenylphosphine concentration. A :o= O.SmM; · = l.OmM; χ = 2.0mM. 
Ihe dependence of the reaction rate on the catalyst concentration 
(Fig. 5) is, at least at higher catalyst concentrations, approximately 
(Fig. 6) given by: 
(HI) 
where A - total catalyst concentration. 
dH / 
- — =^V Ao- C6, 
The hydrogénation rate as a function of the substrate concentration 
(Fig. /) is rather remarkable. It shows a maximum for the reaction 
rate at a cyclohexene concentration of about 3M, a phenomenon which 
rarely has been reported in homogeneous hydrogénation (7). At a 
first approximation, it may be described by an equation containing 
a second order term in cyclohexene concentration: 
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(iv) dn 
- d r = C7 S ( C8- S )· 
where S = concentration of cyclohexene. 
Combination of the measured separate influences of the variables on 
the raLe of hydrogénation gives expression (V): 
(V) dHQ HoS(Cp - S) 
- J T - W b " , — 
^ ~ 
(i + с2н?)(і + c4Pa) 
oo ou oeo no 160 гоо гю гэо ι го зм 
[СДІДШі]«)0!(т»І!/О 
F i g . 5 . R a t e o f h y d r o g o n d t i o n a s a f u n c t i o n of the c a ' a l y s t 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n , c y c l o h e x e n e 4.11M; I' l (ХНтггНв; 
Τ = ^ Ъ . 0 о С . 
-i/i-
We also measured the dependence of the reaction rate on the benzene 
concentration by hydrogénation of mixtures of cyclohexene (25 cm", 
3 
4.114M), benzene (35 - χ cm ), and non-coordinating solvents 
3 
(x cm ) such as cyclohexane and hexane. The results are shown m 
Fig. 8. 
Οί.0 DBO П О 160 200 240 2 ВО 3 20 3 6 
[CATALYST] " l o V o L e / H 
big. 6. Plot of the square of Lh< rate of hydrogonaLion vs. the 
catalyst concentration. 
II - Ь Discussion. 
Given the strong retardation effect of tnphenyIphosphine on the 
hydrogénation reaction, the first step in the reaction mechanism is, 
mobt probably, the dissociation ot a phosphine ligand. The next 
possible step could be the oxidative addition oí hydrogen and 
complexation of a substrate molecule to the reactive species. This 
leads to mechanism Ml, in which 
phosphine and S is cyclonexene. 
A іь RhCl(PPh„)9, Ρ іь triphenyl-
АРН^ 
Η
2 
mechanism Ml 
A 
AH„ 
A 
AH„ 
AH, equilibrium 1 
Ρ ^ t ΑΡΗ equilibrium ? 
Ρ у*" AP equilibrium J 
step 
Assuming К ana К to be ipproximalcly equalf oecause it -s to be 
expected thatôS pA ^S and a^soùH^sûH„, thib nechanism yields 
expression VI : 
(VI) dH2 
_
 dt" 
K1H? 1 + K ? Pa 
г 1 + K 1H 2 
4 A
o
K
? 
(1+K-P ) ¿ a 
? - 1 
Although the dependence of the reaction rate on Lhc catalyst- and 
on the tnphenyl phosphine concentrât ons and on tho hydrogen pre s sure 
is in good agreement w th the measured rates, relation VI does no 
take account of the substrate dependence expressed in eqn. IV. 
Also, the introduction of oquilibrium 5 after Obborn et al (1) and 
Tolman et al. (3) does not give a rate-equation wh ch fits our rate 
data. 
A + S AS equilibrium 5 
Two models, leading to a maximum ir the curve of -dH /dt versus 
cyclohexene concentration, ray oe formulated: 
In the first model, M^, mechanism Ml is extended with equilibria 5 
and 6 (set ref. 7)· 
J5.104«»í/[i«:) 
oo oac in ш izo ш в^з вез ею 720 зоо 
[CVCL№{lENE](inole/() 
Tig. 7. Hate of hydrogénation as a function of the cyclohexene con-
centration. P,, = 1 003 mmHg; A = l.OmM: Τ = 25.00C. 
Η о 
ЛР Ü АРН2 
tb tb 
ι 
A ^ : А Н 2 
Hb I 4 
7 
AS — - ASH 
Η«» 
AS2 
mechanism M2 
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AS + S ^^ AS equilibrium б 
and, eventually, with reaction 7: 
AS + H„ ASH„ step 
This mechanism did not fit tie rate data acceptaoly and had to be 
rejected. 
00 010 О ВС 170 160 2 00 2 U¡ 180 3 2C 3 60 - 00 и ¡Л 1 M 
[cïdoheiane] (mole/Г) 
Fig. θ. Relative rate of hydrogénation as a function of n-hexane and 
cyclohexane concentration, cyclohexene = 3.27M; total pressure = 
1 075 mmHg; A = l.OmM; Τ = 25.0oC. 
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Formula IV suggests a rate equation of the form -dH /dt = CSB, in 
which В is the concentration of benzene. So, Including benzene in 
the catalytic Scheie, one arrives at rechamsm M3. 
8 
AP ί^- ΑΡΗ АР + Η ^ ΑΡΗ 
Ijll |І9 ABH + Ρ Ü ΑΡΗ + В 
10 
AB ^ΐ: ABH AB + Η ^ t ABH 
|ll2 |l3 AB + Ρ ^І· AP + В 
AB + S = r AS + В 
14 
AS -— ASH 
mechamsn M3 ABH + S 
AS 
rl 
г2 
ASH + В 
ASH., 
equilibrium 8 
equilibrium 9 
equilibnun 10 
equilibrium 11 
equilibrium 12 
step 13 
step 14 
Now, assuming К to be approximately equal to Κ , and further that 
-1 K 0 H _ » 1 (according to Tolman et al. K„ = 18 atm. (3) ), one 8 2 о 
arrives at expression VII: 
(VII) dH 
-
 dt 
•2 kr? K12 S P S B F B 
K 8 B f B 2K„ 
/ 4CA 
1+(іт§ (l+CP ) 2 - 1 
c= 
BI B + (K 1 ?SF S/K 8H 2) 
whore F = X t F = X , X = mole fraction of substrate, X = S ь В В S в 
mole fraction of benzene. For an explanation of the functions F and 
F ι associated with entropy of mixing terms, see ref. 9. 
В 
Expression VII is a good approximation of the experimental hydro­
génation rate as a function of the different variables including 
cy<lohexene concentration (eqn. V). On average, the fit is better 
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than 4%. We therefore chose mechanism M3. Inclusion of equilibriun 15, 
after 
2AB ^ Ξ A + 2B equilibriun 15 
Tolman et al. (3) did not improve -che fit, so we decided not to include 
this equilibrium in our catalytic scheme. 
Note here, that if steps 13 and 14 of the proposed mechanism were 
undisturbed equilibria, the maximum m the curve of the reaction rate 
vs. the cyclohexene concentration would disappear. From this it is 
clear that the cis^insertion step cannot be rate determining. The 
slowest step thus is the formation of the 6-coordinate, 
RhH 2Cl(PPh 3) ?(C 6H 1 0). 
The numerical values which we derived for the equilibrium- and rate 
constants are given in Table 1. Solubility data for hydrogen were 
taken from ref. 11. The quality of the obtained fit is shown in Figs. 
1,3,5, and 7. 
The obtained value of К is of special interest, because it can be 
compared with the value of the equilibrium constant, K1-., which was 
spectrophotometncally measured by Arai and Halpcrn (4). 
TABLE 1 
Constant 
k
rl 
k
r2 
K9 , K11 
K12 / K8 
Unit 
1/M s 
1/M s 
M 
Numerical value 
1.013 
21.93 
8.78 χ 10 4 
3.72 χ 10~ 2 
АР -^" A + Ρ equilibrium 16 
With K„ = 8.78 χ 1С 4 and BF D = 11.19K, K.. = BF /Kn = l.?7 χ 1θ"
4
νΐ. 
У o lo D У 
This is in very good agreement with the value of Klfi cited in the 
literature: К
л
- = (1.4 + 0.4) χ 1θ"4Μ. lo — 
Other evidence for the given mechanism M3 and, consequently, for the 
complexation of benzene in the catalytic sequence, may be found in 
the measurements with non-coord-nating co-solvents. 
Ί*ο factors dctermxne the dependence of the hydrogénation rate or 
co-solvent concentration as given in F g. θ 
(1) The concentration of benzene decreases at increasing co-solvent 
concentration. 
( 2 ) The mole-fractions of cyclohexene and benzene change and so the 
functions F and F change too. 
5 В 
The Ixnes drawn in Fig. θ are comouted on the basis of formula VII 
with the constants from Table 1. They givo a reasonably good descrip­
tion of the measured reaction rates, considering that no deviation 
from ideality of the mixtures has been taken into account and that 
co-solvents were assumed to be entirely non-coordinating. 
II - 6 Conclusion. 
In contradiction to the findings of Tolman et al. (3) as well as of 
Demortier aid de Agixrre (S), t appears ρ ausible that benzene is 
coordinated ~o some dipiosph^ne complexes in the catalytic reaction 
sequence. This .^s in agreement uith the n16-18-electron rule" if one 
assumes benzene to be a 1, ?-dihaptoarene and a 2 electron-donor. 
A precedent is found in Lhe crystal structure of bistricyclohexylphos-
phine (1, 2-d-ihapto-anthracene) nickel (0) (1?). So there is no need 
to postulate an orthometalated product as do Tolian et al. (3) Also, 
a poss bio three-coordinate rhodiumchlorob stricyclohexylphosphine is 
known to exist η solution (10). Because of the bulkmess of the 
tncyclohexylphosphine ligands, this latter compound cannot coordinate 
a solvent molecule in order to fill its coordination sphere. 
Currentl/ we are extending the kinetic meaburements on lhe 
RhCl(PPn )_ + cyclohexene sysLer tc other temperatures in orde" to 
verify whether the entropy- and enthalpy changes involved in the 
various steps are acceptable and can thus be used as additional 
supporting evidence for the proposed mechanism. 
-21-
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Chapter 111 SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF SOMF EQUILIBRIUM 
CONSTANTS 
III - I Introduction. 
As part of our investigation into the mechanism of the RhCl(PPh ) -
cata->¿ed hydrogeration of olefins (1), we neasured the equilibrium 
conbtant for the oxidative addition of hydrogen to the catalyst, its 
temperature dependence and the isotope effect on this equilibrium 
constant at 25eC. 
As mentioned in chapter II, it proved impossible to derive the value 
of the equilibraum cons4ant for hydrogenat.on of the c a t a l y s t 
(K0, II - 5) by kinetic measurements. This equij.ibrium constant only 8 
occurs m combination with Kn_, the equilibrium constant for exchange 
of a benzene for a substrate molecule. So, measuring K_ will also 
о 
produce the value of К . 
We also measured the equ"· xj-bnuir constant for the exchange of a t n -
phenylphosphine ligand for a pyridine ligand in RhCl(PPh ) at 250C. 
This equilibrium constant (2) may be used later on (VI - 3.3) as a 
check upon the proposed reaction mechanism, snee this constant also 
may be derived from kinetic measurements. 
All exper ments were carried out in benzene as solvent. 
Ill - 2 Experimental 
Tn the experiments a stirred reactor was used, equipped with a pyrex 
cuvette (lightpath = 0.01 m ) . The total volume of the reactor was 
-4 3 
about 1.9 χ 10 m . The construction was based on a design by Tolman 
et al. (3). The hydrogen pressure was measured with a Texas Instruments 
PreCiSsion Pressure Gauge -and corrected for the vapour pressure of the 
solvent. The spectrophotometnc measurements were carried out with a 
Carl Zeiss Spektralphotometer PMQ II, at a wavelength of 425 nm. 
Chem cals were thoroughly pur^fxed prior to use. Benzene was refluxed 
for two hours in a nitrogen atmosphere over a sodium-lead alloy, and 
destilled off afterwards. PPh was recrystallized from ethanol under 
-23-
nitrogen. Pyridine was refluxed over a molecular sieve (5A) under 
nitrogen for two hojrs and aestilled subsequently. RhCKPPh ) /tas 
prepared according to the literature (2). 
In all measurements on the hydrogénation equilihr.un, PPh (5 χ 10 "4) 
was added to a benzene solution of RhCl(PPh ) (5 χ 10 Ά) in order to 
prevent dissociation and/or dimenzation of tho conplex (1,?,3,4). 
At eacn temperature, the extinction uas measured at 8 o" 9 different 
pressures of hydrogen. The hydrogen pressure лаз varied from 0 to 760 
mm Hg. Temperatures were 20.0, 25.0, 30.0 and 35.00C (+ 0.05oC). 
The determination of the pyridine-triphenylphosphine exchange constant 
at 250C was carried out in a nitrogen atmosphere by measuring the 
extinction of 7 different mixtures maae frorr two standard ben¿ene 
-4 -1 
solutions, one containing 5 χ 10 M RhCl(PPh ) and 10 M PPh , the 
-4 -1 
other b χ 10 У RhClíPPh ) and 1С M pyridine. In this ч-ау, the tota. 
-4 
concentration of Rhodium species was 5 χ 10 M in all experiments. 
Ill - 3 Results and d-iscuss-on 
III - 3.1 Hydrogénation equilibrium constants. 
The results of the experiments were fitted to the equation: 
E fRhCl(PPh ) +€RhCl(PPh3)3H2" KÍTÍhydrogenat ion [H?j 
1·Α 1 + K(T) U ^ *
rHj 
о hydrogenat 
in which A = total concentration of Rhodium c-ompounds (M) 
о 
1 = length of the lightpatl- through the er tire cuve'~e (cm) 
E = measured extinction at 4?r> nm 
iRhCl(PPh ) was measured djrectly at Ί25 nm after chocking tnat PPh 
in benzene showed no absorpt on at this wavelength. 
The required solubilities oí hydrogen in benzene were taken from the 
data reported by Cook, Hanson and A der (S). Tt e derived val íes о*" the 
constants are given in table I. 
-2Ί-
T a b l e I 
К , a s funct_o*ì o f t e r p e r a t u r e ; e x t i n c t i o i c o e f f i c i e n t s 
h y d r o g e n a l i o n 
of HhC (PPt , ) and of Ю - С І ( P P h 3 ) 3 4 ? 
κ
ι
 χ l o " 3 ^ " 1 ) ι (T°C) 
1 4 . 1 + 3 . 6 
1 1 . 3 + 2 . ? 
23.3 + 4 . 0 
6 . 1 1 + 0 . 7 0 
3.9? + 0 . 6 0 
R h C l ( P P h 3 ) 
Р
ЯІіС1(РР(і 3 ) 3 Н^ 
1457 
220 + 7ЬМ ^сп 1 
н ? 
H 2 
D 2 
Н 2 
Н
, 
3lflcm~l 
2 0 . 0 
2 5 . 0 
^Ь.О 
ЗО.О 
3 5 . 0 
trom tbc t e m p e r a t u r e d e p e n d e n c e of К, , t l ie í c l l o w i n g e n l h a l p y 
K
 h y d r o g é n a t i o n ^ 
and e n t r o p y d i l f e r e n c e s a r e c a l c u l a t e d : 
ÛH , = - 1 6 . 0 + 2 . 0 K c a l / r r o l e 
h y d r o g é n a t i o n — 
ÛS, , . - 3 5 . 4 + 6 . / e . u . ( s t a n d a r d S t a t e o f h y d r o g e n : 1 4 ) . 
h y d r o g é n a t i o n — •' 
û S compares r e a s o n a b l y w i t h t h e v a l u e found i n t h e h y d r o g é n a t i o n o f 
IrCOCJ (PPh ),, of -29 e . u . ( 6 ) . A r a t i o n a l n a t i o n of US i s g i v e n i n 
LabxC I I . 
From t h e v a l u e of ÛH one can c a l c u l a t e a v a l u e f o r t h e b o n d s t r e n g t h oí 
a Rhodium-Hydrogen bond , v i a 
D Rh-H = < - Û H + V/?· 
T a k i n g D,,,, = 103 . ? Kral/rnOLO, t m s ^ e a d s t o .") = b 9 . 6 + 1.4 K c a l / m o l o , 
HH nil—H — 
a va u e , t h a t may be compared w i t h v a l u e s of Iho **ieta -Hydrogen bond 
s t i c n ß t h in CoH (FPh ) 3 , 1>Ч Kcal/molo (7) and i n IrXCOiFTh ) (X - C I , B r t 
I ) beinf, r ) 9 , 6 0 , and 61 K r a i / m o l e r e s p e c t i v e ^ ( t í ) . 
Compari nß t ht-se v a l u e s w i t h t h e o n e s fo r h y d r o g e n , bound t o a me ta l s u r -
f a c e , t ι s t o be s e e n , t h a t n o t a i - c o m p l e x bound h y d i o g e n b o n d -
Tabic II 
Theoretical er Irony contnbut ons to US. 
hydrogénation 
А Ч
0
 - ς
0
 - 4 o _ ς 0 
^ -
 b R n C l ( l > P h 3 ) 3 H 2 ^ ( s o , . ) : : > n h C l ( P P h 3 ) 3 
Δ 4 ( e . u . 
change of moment of inertia - 0.5 
change of ma-îs 0.0 
change of symmetry 0.0 
2 stretching vibrations Rh-H, 2066 cr" , ?03b cm" (^ ) 0.0 
4 bending vibrations Rn-h, 829 cm (2) 0.8 
change of rotation of coordinated PPh -ligands 
(1 ligand rotation around Rh-P bond) -11.h 
1 Hydrogen in benzene (standard state IM) (5) -19.9 
US = -31.9 c u . 
Table III 
Bondstrengtbs of mota ι-hydrogen bonds, hydrogen on metal-sur^ace^ 
compared to hydrogen in netal-complexes. 
metal 
Ir 
Ir 
Ir 
Co 
Rh 
n
met al-H ( 
(Kcal/mole 
64.6 + 0.c) 
64.6 + O.b 
M .6 _+ O.b 
63.6 + 0.5 
64.6 + 0.'> 
9) 
• ) 
complex-H 
(Kc a /mole 
59.0 + 0.5 
60.0 + 0.5 
61.0 + 0.5 
59. + 2 . 
59.6 + 1.4 
) 
(6,8) 
(8) 
(8) 
(7) 
X 
Π 
Br 
I 
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strengtns are smaller by an amount of about 5 Kcal/mole (LabJe III). 
This enthalpy difference is to be attributed to a reorganization en­
thalpy, needed for a deformation going from a squarepJanar to an 
octahedral surrounding of the d -me"cal-complex (compare (Θ) ). 
Ill - 3.2 Equilibrium isotope effect. 
At ?50C, the isotope effect on the hydrogénation equxlibriun constant, 
defined as К /K
n
 , appears to be 0.49 jf СЛЗ. 
? ^2 
This isotope effect can be calculated by means of statistical thermo­
dynamics (10), using the infrared frequencies, cited in table IV. 
The value of the equilibrium isolope effect is found to be 0.53, m 
perfect agreement with the experimental value (for calculation, see 
appendix). 
Table IV. 
Frequencies, needed for calculation of the equilibrium isotope effect 
on K, . 
hydrogénation 
vibration frequency (cm ) 
Rhodium-Η stretching 
Rhodum-H oending 
Rhodium-D stretching 
Rhodium-D bending 
Н-И stretching 
D-D stretching 
III - 3.3 Exchange of tr:pherylphosphine for pyridine. 
The results of the measurements oí the equiiibriur1 constant for exchange 
of a PPh and a pyridine 1igand were fitted to the expression: 
¿066, 2035 
8^9 
1461, 1439 
586 
4405.3 
3118.8 
( 2) 
( 2) 
(11) 
(li) 
(1?) 
(12) 
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К . = 1 .VA -
e x c h — ( 
wiLh X 
x
 - - ' В 
[pyridine]· ' 
[ p p h 3 ] F 
Р Р п
э 
in whicn F and F are factors, re ated to ent-cpy oí mixing (7), 
Ά
 =
 'ПЬСІ(РРЬ
Э
)3 , 
fB = eRl-Cl(PPh3)2(pyridine)
 a n d 
Κ , = the equilibrium constant o<~ the equ librium 
exch 
RhCl(poh ) + pyridine ^ RhCl(рРЬ3)2руГха1пе + PPh (2) . 
We checked, that 0.1 M pyridine in benzene and 0.1 M 3Ph η benzene 
showed no abscrptior at 425 nm. 
Так п^ е. = 1457 ff cm and f = ΊΟΒ Μ cm .as wis derermned 
—л 
fror a measurement with RhCl(PPh ) ι5.0 χ 10 M) and 0.1 V pyr^d-ne 
in benzene, the value of К . a t 2b0C is calculated to be 0.49 + 0.16. 
excr — 
From th.LS va-ue of К . a n estírate can be made о*" the entha1 pv 
exch " 
difference bel^een a Phodum pyridine and a Rhodium PPh_ bond. Аь a 
benzene and a pyridine molecule will lave about the sare cnt"opy, 
it is tempting to insert for ЛS 27.5 e.u., the value found for 
^ exch 
the excnange of oenzene ard PP1 in CoP (PPh ) (7). From th s, a 
va^ue of Ù4 , = 8.7 Kcal/mole s produced This implies that a exe h г- j-
triphenyIphosphine ligand is more strongly bound to Rhodium than 
pyridine by an aroun- of aoouL 9 Kcal/mo e 
So, by this argument, the stro ig po soning effect of pyridine on olefin 
hydrogenat on late (2) essentially originates from an entropy effect 
and not from an enLhaipy efftc^. 
Ill - 4 Appendix. 
The sotope effect on K, . ,. m y oe cilculatod by statistici!. hydrogénation 
thermodynamies. 
Let К = A P H ¿ = 2 and 
г АР . н
г
 g A p . Q H 2 
S = 2 
APD. Q A P D 2 
2 AP · D 2 д А Н · Q D ? 
where Q^ is the partition function of species ι, 
The isoiope effect equals: 
\ 0APH 2 · %2 
К 0 · 0 
D¿ ^АРІ^
 W H 2 
о vib. ΑΡΗ ' transi. D " rol. D h-c-α 
exp( r ) 
Q · Q 0 -0 
о vib. APD transi. H rot. H 
with 
"
=
 ^streich 1, Rh-H + 'stretch 2, Rh-H + 
4 i' + Τ -
bond, Rh-H stretch, D-D 
' s-cretc-i 1, Rh-D _ l s( retch 2, Rh-D 
'bend, Rh-D ~ 'stret-ch, H-H 
h-c-~ . . ,-1 
and 
""•" .ь. χ = Ц ( І - « Р « - W ' · ^ >" 
о 
QLrans!.D mD 1.5 1.5 
raking = ( ) = 2 and 
•HransLH mH 
-29-
о 
= 1.877 (10) and 
0 
w
rot. Н 2 
using the values of the frequencies given _n table IV, one calculates 
H2 1.5 
— = = 0.8479 · 2 · 1.877 · 0.117') = 0.529 
4 
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Chapter IV THE RhCl(PPh ) - CATALYZED HYDROGENATION OF 
CYCLOHEXENE. 
IV - 1 Introduction. 
Although the hydrogénation of olefins with HhCl(PPh ) as catalyst 
has been the subject of several investigations (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8), 
none of Lhe mechanises proposed until now yielded a rel.aole des-
cription of the oDserved rate behaviour over the broad range of con-
ditions, we applied. In Chapter II, we reported about our investiga-
tions on the hydrogénation of cyciohexene aL ?50C, and we postulated 
a nechanism, in which solvent rolecules play an important part. By 
introducing solvent participation in the catalytic cycle, we were 
able to give an explanation of the remarkable maximum in the reaction 
rate as a function of the cyciohexene concentration. 
Ir. this chapter, more extensive rate data on the RhCl(PPh_)q + 
cyciohexene system at 4 tenperatures are used to give a detailed des-
cription of the reaction mechanism. 
IV - ? Experimental. 
All chemicals were thoroughly purified prior to use. RhCl(PPh«)- was 
prepared according to literature (1), dried in vacuo and dissolved in 
benzene under hydrogen pressure. Kinetic measurements were carried out 
at 20.0, 25.0, 30.0 and 35.0 + O.Ob 0C. 
The constant pressure hydrogénation apparatus has been described by 
Hendnkse and Coenen (9). The rate data are based on initial reaction 
га-es only, the reproducibility of the кіпсгіс experinents is about 5%. 
IV - 3 Results. 
In chap+er II we reported about ojr neasurer.onts on the HhCKPPh ) + 
cyciohexene system at 250C. We now extended those measurements to four 
temperatures (20.0, 2b.0, 30.0 and 35.0 oC), again with variation of 
-31-
-^β χ l O ' l m o l e / l s e t i -
ut 
100 
80 
60 
to 
20 · 
0 0 
0 0 tOO 800 1200 
Рц, ImmHg) 
Fig 1 Rate of hydrogénation of cyclohexcne as a function of tho 
-3 hydrogen presoure . S = 4.11 P, A = 1. χ 10 M, I' = 0 "4 
^ о a 
hydrogen pressure and c a t a l y s t - , added t n p h e n y Ipl espi ine- -ind 
cyclohexene c o n c e n t r a t i o n . 
F-g. 1 g ves the f l o t of the hydrogenat on r i t e vfrsub hydrogtn 
pressure (P ) in the range fror 100 upUl 1000 mm Hg. At a 1 t e n -
H2 pera^ures I inrmjirshapí d ρ ots are o) l ined. 
Fig. ? show's thi dependence of the r e a c t i o n n h c on the t o t a l con­
c e n t r a t i o n of tt e c a l a l i s t (A ) in the r inge from 0.^ upt i j . r i π['. 
At lo/i c o n c e n t r a t i o n s , ' h e rt ac Ι ι η order η the e a t a l y i conci n l r a -
- η [ ρ » 10' I mole/1 sec) 
200 
[CATALYST] il ΙΟ3 ( Η ) 
Fig. 2 Rate of hydrogénation of cyclohexene as a function of the 
total catalyst concentration. S = 4.11 Μ; Ρ = 1002 mm Hg; 
H2 
Ρ - 0. M. 
a 
tion p-oves to bo approxirately 1; at high concentrations of the 
catalyst, the order is about O.b . 
The hydrogcnation rate as a function of the concentration of added 
tnphenylphosphinc (P : 0. - 2.С mM) has been measured at three 
cata yst concentrations (0.5, l.С and 2.0 mM) at each temperature. 
Ihe reta-ding effect of PPh is shown in Fig. 3. 
Ihe reaction rate as a function of the substrate concentration uptil 
S.iM M (Fig. 4) shows a maximum at a cyclohexene concentration of 
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Fig. 3 Rate of hydrogénation of cyclohexene as a function of Lhe 
concentration of added PPh_ 4.11 M; hydrogen pressure 
= 1002 mm Hg; catalyst concentrat.ons: upper i nes ?. χ IO 
middle lines l.x IO M, lower lines 5. χ 10 M. 
about 3 M at a-1 measuring temperatures. 
To get more insight in the rate determining step(s) by means of the 
kinetic isotope effect, we "easured the rate of deuterium addition 
to cyclohexene at ?b0C. Аг a catalyst concen.ration of ImM and pres­
sures of hydrogen and deuterium of 1004 mm Hg, we observed the 
quotient of the rate of hydrogenalion and deuLeration to be 1.1 + 0.1, 
- ^ р к IO'(mole/I sec 
1 1 
60 80 
ICVCLO-HEXENEHM) 
Fig. 4 Rate of hyirogeTatior. as a function of the cyclohexene 
_3 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n . A = 1. χ 10 M; hydrogen pressure 1002 
о 
-m Hg; Ρ = 0. M. 
a 
independent of zie s j b b t r a - e concentrat-on (S = 0.82, 2.06, 4.11 and 
8.23 К ) . 
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IV - 4 Discussion. 
IV - 4.1 Mechanism. 
In chapter II, we proposed a mechanism, Ml, 1) desc^-be the rale data en 
cyclohexene hydrogénation at one temperature only. With this mochanism, 
it proved to be impossible to deduce the values of К (and К , wh^ch 
θ 10 
we assumed to have an equal runenca! value) and К seperate1y from 
our rate data. Therefore, we measured К at A different temperatures 
ö 
as described in chapter III (Til - 3.1). Fror the Lemperature dependence 
о 
of К . we derived values of ûH Q and ûS . 
8 D O 
To gei a mo^e reliable descrip-
AP ^— ΑΡΗ tion of our kinetic data, we 
θ 
decided not to use the measured 
,, •}
 Q 41 values of К , but to calculate 
nev, values from its thermodyramic 
AB 'T"*' ABH quanti t es. Using these values 
10 
of the hydrogenatюг equilibrium 
,ρ M -_ I conslant К (and К ) and computer-
fitti ng our more extensive kinetic 
AS —*- ASH data at four temperatures to the 
14 
appropriate rate equation, a very 
Mechanism Ml 
good fit to the data is obta ned. 
However, not all de nvtd thermodynamic quantities c m bt rationalized. 
The values of US (-/5 e.u ) and of ^S (^ e.u.i can not be inter­
preted physically in terms of equilibrium IP AB + 
and ι 
AS + 
S 
of 
H, 
% 
s t e p 
k 1 4 
» —" 
14 
AS 
ASH^ 
So, on these grounds, mechanism Ь carnob be rntircLy corttcL and must be 
modified. 
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We should a^so consider the pcssib-e influence of tht dimeri¿ation 
eqji 1 ibnum : 
2 AB 5 i Λ + 2B 
and of the equilibria: 
A 2 + ^ ^ A2II2 and 
AP + S i=t APS 
Incorporation of these equilibria leads to negative and/or snail 
equilibrium constants in our computer fits, so that these equilibria 
cannot have a significant influence on the rate behaviour. 
The entropy differences, calculated for the different steps in mecha­
nism Ml, indicate, along with the occurence of the solvated complexes 
AB ana ABh , the existence of d five-coordinate species ΑΞ
η
, in 
btead of the four-coord nate complex AS. Thub, introducing in mecha-
nisr vil equilibrium 3: 
AB + ¿S ^ AS + В 
and step 5· 
AS ? + H 2 —•- ASH + S 
and renumbering the equilibria 8, 9, 10 and 11 (chapter II, Tl-b): 
AP + H ? iZt" ΑΡΗ 
equ -briu*- 1 
AT + Η ^ ΐ : A4IU 
? ? 
AB + = з і АР + В 
eq л 1 ibi - m 2 
ABU + Ι' ί ^ ΑΡΗ, + В 
-Т7-
and step 13: 
ABH_ + S —*- ASH + В now numbered step 4. 
2 2 
we arrive at mechamsr M2, as shown. 
This mechanism also produces a good fit to our rate data with inter­
pretable values of all derived entropy differences except US,-
5 
+ 
( s + ΐ12 e.u.). We are led to the conclusion, that the rate deter-
5 
mining oxidative addition of hydrogen to the diolef η complex is a 
corrplex reaction in stead of a concerted one, viz. 
АР ^ Г ΑΡΗ 
1 
λ\ г\\ 
AB ^Z ABH. 
1 
BH 
AS — - ASH 
5 
Mechanism M2 
ΑΞ 2 ^ AS + S 
AS + H — · • ASHj, 
step 5. 
Incorporating this step in mechanism M? and neglecting the concen­
tration of AS yields mechanism M3 and the rate expression Γ, as shown 
beiow. This mechanism provides a good de^cr.ption of the expenrental 
hydrogénation rates (better than 4.5%), including the remarkaole 
cyc.ohexere dependence. The concentration of AS proves to be too 
-38-
smaìl to be derivea from curve fj-Lting. 
АР ^ Г ΑΡΗ 
AB Ü ABH2 
t) ' 3 " 4 I 
Α ! £ Ξ Γ - Ζ : Α 5 Η 2 
Mechanism M3 
d t - ^K¿ (1 + Κ ·Η ) l I + C l P a ' Κ 2 S С 2 
w i t h С 
К 2 
1 К, (S F „ ) ' 
V / 4 С -А ' 
where 
Ао = total catalyst concentration (M) 
S - cyclohexenc concentration (4) 
H = concentration of hydrogen (M) 
Ρ = concentration of added PPh^ (M) 
a 3 
В = benzene concentration (M) 
У = mole fraction of substrate 
χ - mole trarLι on of benzene 
^ - x
s
XS {27) 
bB - x B
XB U7) 
The entropy differences, associated w^th this mechanisr, are readely 
susceptible to physical interpretation, as will be discussed later on. 
The nune^ical va uos of the equilibrium and rate constants are given 
xn table I. Solubility dala of hydrogen were taken from ref. 10. 
The auilj-ty of the obtained fit is shown m Figs. 1,?,3 and 4. 
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Table I. 
Numerical values of equilibrium and rate constants, derived by curve 
fitting the rate data to rechan-i.sm M3. 
τ (oc) 
20.0 
?5.0 
30.0 
35.0 
к1 (м
-1) 
ІБЬОО. 
9770. 
6230. 
4040. 
K2 
225000. 
97700. 
6900. 
38600. 
к
з C"1' 
419. 
148. 
100. 
49.3 
k4 ( M" 
.341 
.410 
.641 
.70b 
-V1) k 5 (s _ 1) 
183. 
300. 
603. 
838. 
Entropy and entha py differences with their standard deviations were 
calculated from Fig. 5 by a least squares analysis. 
The enthalpy differences are related to the boidstrengths of the 
Rhodium ligand bonds. The entropy differences may be used to get more 
evidence for the assumption, we nade earlier, of so_vent participa­
tion in the catalytic cycle. 
The va ues of the ertropy and enthalpy differences are given in 
table II. 
-40-
330 ΙΌ 
1/Τ»103(Κ"1) 
Fig. 5 Plots of log(K) and Log(k/T) for constants, derived from 
experimental data witn mechamsn КЗ, versus reciprocal 
terperature. 
Table 11. 
T l i e n o d y n a r ic q u a n t i t i e s from d e r i v e d e q u . l l b n u r and r a t e c o n s t a n t s . 
Equi 1ibrium/step ÛH ( K c a l / - o l e ) Δ 3 ( e . u . ) 
AP + Н 2 ^ Г Л Р Н ? 
AB + 1 Ι 2 ϋ · Λ 3 Η ? 
-16 .0 + 2 . 0 - 3 5 . 4 + 6 . 7 
AB + Ρ Ζ Ι Γ Α Ρ + В 
ΛΒΗ + Ρ Í=t-APH + В -19.4 + 3 .6 - 4 1 . 3 + Π . 9 
3 AB 
гз^іглз + - 2 4 . 5 + 2 . 9 - 7 1 . 8 + 9 . 8 
4 ABU + S —>-ASH + В 
5 AS + H —«-AS'I + S 
8 . 8 + 1.6 - 3 0 . 5 + 5.4 
1 8 . 3 + 1.6 1 4 . 3 + 5.4 
- 4 1 -
IV - 4.2 Entropy differences. 
The standard entropy difference of equilibria 1 
AP + H 2 ^ Г APH2 and 
AB + H 2 ΐ Ξ ABH? 
was discussed j.n chapter III (ΓΙΙ - 3.1). 
The PPh lugana dissociation equ libria 2 
AB + Ρ ^±" AP + В and 
АНН + Ρ ^ АРИ + Β 
may be explained by an exchange of a PPh and a bercene molecule. 
From our rate data we derxved a value for US of -41.8 +_ 11.9 e.j.. 
With reasonable values for all Phodium-1igand vibrational frequencies 
and assuming that a benzene Ugand has full rotational freedom along 
the C_ axis m the complexes, whereas the rotations of the PPn_ 
о 3 
groups in the triphosphme compounds are more hindered than in the 
diphosphine complexes, one calculates a value of Δ5 of -41.8 e.u. 
(table III), in excellent agreenent w.th the found value. 
The standard entropy difference of equ-librium 3 
AB + 2S Ξ Ξ AS 2 
is found to be -71.θ + 9.8 e.u.. This value may be rationalized, 
assuming rotational freeaor, along the C. axis, of the benzene 
о 
molecule in AB and strongly hindered rotations of PPh ligands in 
the crowded diolefin corplex. The rati oralization of ûS is given 
ir table IV. 
The standard acLivation entropy difference of the гат:е determinj.ng 
benzene cyclohexene exchange, step 4, (-10.b +_ ^.4 e.u.) 
ABH + S —*• ASH + В may be interpreted as shown in table V. 
Table III 
Theoretical entropy contributions to US of equilibrium ? 
ο ο
 ς
ο о о 
Δ 3
Ϊ =
 Ь
АР
 + SB S= SAB 
= SAPH ?
 + SB " SP " SABH 2 
change of symmetry 
change of nomer t of irertia 
1 stretching vibration Rh-P (42b cm ") 
2 bending vibrations Rh-P (18b cm ) 
1 streiching vibration Rh-B (ІЬО cm ) ж 
2 bendirg vibrations Rh-B ( 65 с- ~) ж 
internal rotations and vibrations of 
coordinated PPh ligands 
interna^ vibrations of В ligand 
loss of rotaticms of coorainated PPh 
ligands (1 rotation) 
rotation of В 1igand 
1 PPh ( m benzene St 
1 Benzene (liquid staLc)(14, lb) 
n solution) (11,1?, 13) 
US 
**ι-
(e 
0 
0, 
0, 
4. 
_2, 
-θ, 
16, 
- 4 , 
- 1 1 , 
- 6 , 
- 7 1 , 
41, 
-41 
.u. ) 
.0 
.6 
.9 
.7 
.7 
,7 
.? 
.5 
.5 
.7 
.6 
.Ь 
.θ e . u 
к Latei on (IV - 4.4) we will interprete the benzene coord^naLior 
as extra solvation of the Rhodum ccmpourds. Although, in this 
light, the assignment of these vibrations seems rather artificial, 
the motion of the solvating benzene molecule is very confined, so 
tna~- its trans] at ions degenerate to vibrations. 
Table IV 
Theoretical entrory contributions to dS of equilibrium 3 
- 3 • SAS 2
 + SB - & - 2 SCHE 
as (e.u.) 
change of sy-metry 0.0 
change of moment of inertia 0.4 
2 stretching vibrations Rh-S (450 cm ) 1.6 
4 bending vibrations Rb-S (20") cm ) Θ.Θ 
1 stretching vibration Rh-B (150 cm ) -2.7 
2 bending vibrations Rh-B ( 65 cr ) -8.7 
2x internal vibrations of S 1igand 21.4 
internal vibrations of В 1igand -4.5 
2x torsion along Rh-S bond 4.0 
rotation of В 1igand -6.7 
loss of rotations of coordinated PPh l.gands -17.3 
2 cyclohexene (liquid state) (16,^7) -104.θ 
1 benzene (liquid state) (1/1,15) 41.5 
US - -67.0 e.u. 
ж 1'/
г
 rotation along Rn-P bonds. 
Table V 
Theoretical entropy contributions to US for the slow step 4 
US, ASBH„ 
- S 
ABH„ 
change of symmetry 
change of nonent of irerlia 
'/2 stretchirg vibratj-on Rh-S (320 cm 
? bending vibrations Rh-S (140 cm 
Уг stretching vibration Rh-B (110 cm 
2 bending vibrations Rh-П ( 50 cm 
1 stretching vibration Rh-B (150 cm 
2 bending vibrations Rh-B ( 65 cm 
internal vibrations of cyclohexene ligand 
1 rotation of cyclohexene ligand 
1 cyclohexene (liquid state) (16,17) 
SS (e.u.) 
0.0 
0.4 
0.6 
5.6 
1.7 
9.6 
-2.7 
-8.7 
10.7 
5.0 
-52.4 
Û S ; -30.2 e.u. 
s reaction coordinate. 
Finally, we consider the standard activation entropy for the slow 
step 5, which we assume to proceed via. 
AS., 
AS 
AS 
ASfL 
prom the experimental data a value for ÛS^ of 14.3 + 5.4 e.u. is 
о — 
obtained. A quantitative rationalization of this value is given in 
table VI. 
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Table VI 
Theoretical entropy contributions to US for the slow step 5 
û S c = S ASIL 
s0 
CHE 
AS„ 
(¡S (e.u.) 
statistical factor ol activated complex: R In 4 
charge of moment of inertia 
1 stretching vibration Rh-S 
? bending Vibrations Hh-S 
1 torsion along Ri-S bond 
1 stretching vibration H 
1 stretch-ng vibration H in ASH 
? bending vibrations Rh-H 
1 stretching vibration Rh-H 
1 bending vibration Rh-Cl 
nte-nal vibrations of CHE ligand 
1 H (1 M in benzene) (10) 
1 cyclohexene (liquid state) (16,17) 
* 
(450 
(?00 
(4405 
(3000 
( 800 
(2000 
( ?50 
-1. 
cm ) 
-1. 
cm ) 
-1, 
cm ) 
-1. 
cm ) 
-1, 
cm ) 
-1, 
cm ) 
-1, л* 
en ) 
2.8 
-0.4 
-0.8 
-4.4 
-2.0 
0.0 
0.0 
C.4 
0.0 
-1.7 
-10.7 
-19.q 
b?.4 
ûS,_ = 15.7 c u . 
χ possible approaches of H0 
к» reaction coordinate 
IV - 4.3 Kinetic isotope effecL. 
The experimental value of the kinetic isotope eflect at ?b0C anountb 
to 1.1 +_ 0.1, in good agreement with values given -n the literature 
(Osoorn et al.: 0.9 (1), Siegel and Cnrt: 1.10 - 1.17 (IP), Halperi 
et al. 1.15 (/) ). 
Since in the equilibria ? and 3 ard in the slov* step 4 no hydrogen 
is irvolved, we may neglect Lhe isotope effect on the censtants K^ , 
К and k . Substituting the value of Lhe equilibrium isotope effect 
on К , as reported in chapter III (III - 3.^), m tl·e raU equation 
I, one computes for the reaction 
k5 
AS, + Η , — - ASH , + S 
a kinetic ibotope effect of 
k 5 H 
• = 1.10 + 0.1b. 
Thib seems a very LOW va^ue of t о kmet ic isotope effect For an 
oxidative add «ion of hydrogen to a retal cunplcx. However, ir the 
hydrogénation oí trапь-ІгCOCÍ(FPl ) , which is of first order in 
hydrogen, л чіпііаг value is fourd (-.2 _+ C.l) (19,20). 
Iror t ^ ese ..o^  values of the kinetic isotope el feet, one may infer, 
that the formation of the activated conplex ASH does not consist in 
the breakirg of a hydrogen-hydrogen bond and the formation of metal-
hydrogen bends, since for such a reaction a value for the kinetic 
isotope eifeet of the order of 3.5 is expected. Thus we conclude, 
that the slow step 's the ^earrargement of a planar, four-coordinate 
species to a five-coordinate one, j.n which a hydrogen molecule occu­
pies 'he f ítn coordination site (^4). 
Then, xì e bondbreaking of the hydrogen-molecule ligand to form a 
s x-coord.na e dihydrido complex mu^t be поп ас ivated. Thль jatter 
step іь very sim* lar to the cl-emisorption of hydrogen eo mot -il sur­
faces, which, at 1о\м hydrogen coverage, almost a'ways is non activa­
ted (¿1) . 
As the addit ji of other s-al 1 rolecuLes (e.g. C.H , С H , CO, 0 ) 
to rotai surfaces аіьо ія not activa+ed, it is illustrative to compare 
tït' activât ton enthalpies füT the addition of ^uch ligands to a four-
coordinate ne~al complex. If for all these processes Lhe reorganization 
of lhe metal corpitχ is rate determining, one expects the activation 
entialpy to не the same for these reactions and also to be equal to 
Lhe roorgam¿at on enthaloy as derived 'rom equilibrium measurements 
(see also clapUr Ι Γι, Π Γ - ^.1). fror instance , in trie case of 
1 rar.s-[rClC0(rjPl ) one finds the va íes, g ven in taole VII. 
T a b l e VII 
Act ivat ion en tha lp ies and rearrangement eircha'py for some 
a d d i t i o n rt ac t i o n s o r tr in-»—tr Ot ( I PI 
trans-IrCOCl(PPh ) + H 
+ CA 
RcarrangemenL entha py from 
hydrogénation equi- briur 
ΔΗ (Kcal/mole) 
-1.5 ¿ 1 0 (20) 
9.3 + 1 0 (20) 
11.3 + ^.0 (20) 
11 Ü + l b (24,25) 
Ir deed, an agreemc ntfW t h i i l e x p e r i r e n t a l е т о г i s ob ta ned 
4.4 Enthalpy differences. 
Assuming the activation enthalpy for add tion с f a 1igand to a four-
coordinate complex to be equal to the entnalpy of reorganization of 
the complex, and also assuring mefal-1ip^nd bondbcreng hs fo^ un­
changed i-igands to t( jn-iffected, j-t proves ^o b( posbiblo to 
derive ipproxinate numerical values for the hotdbLrсngths of thi 
Rh-CHE, Rh-B and tie P h - m
 3 b nds Prom the vaLucs of table III of 
chapter III (Til - 3.1), wc c m derivi tl· f value of the inUilpy oí 
reorganization to DC 10,О _* 1 Ь Kcal/^cL^. 
From ôH, , one nay calculate th< bondstiengt h of the Hhodium-
b 
cvclohexere bond I s ing t h i s bondst rergth , +h( npprox nate value of 
the reorganiza t ion enthalpy and the value of ôH , one derives the 
bondstrongth of tie Rhodium-te izene bond From Δ I , ого corputes 
the bondstrength for the Rhodium Pfh oond All va lues, obtained in 
t h i s way, re fe r oo the l iqu d or dis^olvfd t i ^ e of the 1igand They 
are given in tabj.e VITI. 
Tie v a l u e of I f e Rh sdì urn-benzrr г b o n d ^ t r e n p t h s vo^y sn i l and p o i n t s 
Table VITI 
Approximate bondstrengths of "ihodium- igand bonds. 
Bond - Û H (Kcal/mole) 
RhodJum-Bcn¿ene ? ± 5 
Rhodium-CHF 18 + 2 
Phodium-PPh^ ?? + 6 
to physisorpt ve bonding. Tbis value is ir reasonably c^ose agreement 
to the one found for the poysisorption of benzene on Rhodium metal of 
about 6 Kcal/mole (26). As not all solvation enthalpy of benzene in 
the liquid state will be lost (heat of vaporization Θ.? Kcal/mole (15)), 
an overall binding enthalpy wiLh respect to gaseous benzene of about 
θ Kcal/nole seems appropriate. 
The Rhodum-PPh bondstrength of ?? +_ 6 Kca /mole compares favourably 
w*th the Co-PPh bondstrergth in Coll (PPh ) (27) of 22 + 2 Kcal/mole. 
The bondstrength of the Rhod.um-cyclohexene bond (18 +_ 2 Kcal/mole) 
proves to be nue h larger than the one for the Cobalt-cyclohexene bond 
in CoH (PPh ) (CHF) (10 jf 3 Kcai/mole (?7)). However, this is in agree­
ment with the expenr-entdlly fourd greater stability of Rhodium - olefin 
complexes as compared to Cobalt - clefir compounds. 
The vaiue ïfôM . derived f"om т.Ье »xper-menta.»- data, amounts to 
8.8 ± 1.6 Kca /mole. Probably, this erthalpy difference is a conse­
quence of the difference in solvation enthalpy of cyclohexene in the 
liquid "state (heat of vapori/alion 7.8 Kcal/mole (17)) and in the 
complex on the one hand, and of Lhc loosening of the benzene-corrplex 
tond on the other hand. 
"V - 4.h borne reirarks or the oostuiated mechan sm. 
-From equation T, it follows IITÌL only at low concentrations of the 
catalyst, the reaction r-ate is proportional to the catalyst concen-
trât on. At hiph concentrations of the catalyst, the reaction order 
in the cata±yst concentration approaches О.Ь, аь indeed is found 
experimentally. 
-Hate equation I also gives a good descript-m oí the reaction rate 
versus the substrate concentration. The naximurr in the rate proves 
to be a consequence of two processes: 
a) At increasing concentration of the ursataraLe, the concentration 
of solvent decreases and Lhe concentration of A3H„ eventually 
becomes negligible. 
b) At higher cyclohexene concentrations, the concentration of AS 
increases strongly. Cyclohexene proves to be a reversible poison 
for the catalyst. 
At low concentrations o"" the substrate, rate expression I -ay be 
approximated to equation II: 
(II) .„ к К В + k K /Ä ІГ 
_ ¿S - Л l ° 5 3 н ς ι \ / 0 ? 
dt " К (1 + К Η ) ? S V 3 
11.19 M and ί - 1. 
Then the order in substrate is about equal to one. 
At very high concentrations oi the substrate, equat.on I degenerates 
to equation III: 
( I I t )
 dS ^ » 2 ·
Α
ο 
υ 2 о
with F^ = 1. dt S ί ' S 
Therefore, at high concentraticns of cyclohextne, the reactior order 
m unsaturate approaches -1, л.п agreement wi h our experiments. 
-Note, that if the assumption of solvent participation in the cata­
lytic cycle is dropped, mechanism Mí ¿o^d revi rt to mechanisn M2 
of chapter II (II - b). This mfchan.sm did nol fit the rate data 
acceptably and had to be rejected. 
-The conplex AS is krown to ex^bt with eMiene (1). Г rom oui co-puter 
fits, the species could not be observed kinetic ally, although one 
has to postulate its occurence from the value of Δ S . For tie 
term referring to AS to rera η negUgiolc η he rate expression, 
one may fix, from our experiments and computer fιts, an upper limit 
for the equilibrium constant of the equilibrium 
ли 
of about ?0 aL ?Ь0Г. 
-In zhe proposed mechanism, the slow step is the formation of the 
species ASH . Tie rale determining step is not the cis-msertion of 
hydrogen to the coordinated substraje (7), since for that case our 
computer fits aro not acceptable. Also, with this rate determining 
step, a kinetic isotope effect is expected, that is strongly dependent 
on the substrate concentration, in contradiction with the experiments. 
-Introduction of the dimenzation equilibrium in the reaction mechanism, 
leads to small and/or negative equilibrium constants in our computer 
fits. Thus, we decided to ignore the dimers A and A H in the cata­
lytic cyclo. This is in agreement with literature, which indicates 
that the dcmerizabon is ι slow proces (?8), especially under an hydro­
gen atnospherc. 1 rom catalyst-ageing expenmerts too, we could not 
obtain eviderco for the occurence of dimenc compounds (see appendix). 
IV - Ί.6 Structures of the complexes in the proposed mechanism. 
The proposed mechanism mplies the occarence of four- and five-
coordinate Rh(I) species and of six-coordinate Rh(lII) compounds. 
The structure of RhClO'Ph ) is known from a crystallographic study 
to be square planar with a distortion towards tetrahedral geometry (30). 
For AB and Ab wc also propose a square planar geometry, in which the 
RhCl(PPh ) moiety is T-shaped (31), with a solvent or olefin molecule 
on the "free-siLo", trans to chlorine (compare the structure of the 
(Hh(PPi ) ) + system (3^)). So ΛΒ is a solvaled analog of the known 
compound RhCl(*Cy ) (33). 
The fivr-coordinate complex AS may have a square pyramida1 (SP) or a 
trigonal bifyrimidal (TBP) structure. However, as RhCl(P(o-C Η CH=CH ) ) 
(34), IttBr(P(o-CLHXH=CHjJ (З^) , PhCl(P(CII_CH-CH=CH ,)_) (36) and 6 4 ^ 3 2 2 2 3 
ttiCl(P(o-styryIdiphenyl)) (37) have a TBP s t r u c t u r e , we propose a TBP 
- 5 1 -
geometry for the species AS . Most probably, the structure of AS is 
very similar to the one of HhCl(P(o-st;yry Idipher.yl) ) (37), having two 
trans phosphine groups. The halogen Vigar.ri and the alkene ligands are 
in the trigonal plane. 
31 
From P-NMR measurements, the geometry of the dihydrido trisphosphine 
complex ЛРІЦ is known to be octahedral with two trans phosphine ligands 
and one phosphine group trans to a hydrido Iigand (29,38). 
As the latter phosphine group proves Lo be labile (38), it is reasona­
ble to propose an octahedral structure for ΛΒΗ with the solvent trans 
to a hydrido ligand. Theoretical calculations (SCF) also show this to 
be the most stable structure (31). 
IV - 4.7 Relative concentrations of Rhodium species. 
The concentrations of the various Rhodiur. compounds, prevailing under 
reaction conditions in the solution, may now be obtained rcadely by 
means of the equilibrium constants in table I. Figs. 6a and 6b give 
the relative concentrations, calculated for the following set of con­
ditions: Τ = 250C, Ρ = 1000 mm Hg ( fil 1 = 3.8 χ 10~3M) , 
5 = Ί . 1 1 Μ , η = 6.572Κ, Λ = 10~^ Μ and Ρ = 0 Μ. 
о a 
At this pressure of hydrogen, the concentrations of the species AH and 
ΛΡ are very small. At low concentrations of the substrate, the prin­
cipal species in solution proves to be APH„, at high cyclohexcne con­
centrations, the principal species is AS.,. This may be compared with 
the experimental observation, that a RhCl(PPh ) solution under 
hydrogen pressure shows a colour change from pale-yellow to ochreous-
yellow at increasing cyclohexcne concentration RhCl(P(o-styryIdi phenyl))^ 
31 -? ' 
is yellow (37)). However, a P-NMR spectrum of a 10 " M solution of 
RhCKPPh ) in a 1:1 mixture of toluerio-d8 and cyclohexene at -910C 
showed only two absorption peaks, one at 27.4 ppm at low field, the 
other at b.7 ppm at high field with respect. Lc TMP. The high field 
absorption is due to uncoordinated ?Ph, in solution. The low field 
absorption peak, which is due to coordinaLeo PPh , showed no Rhodium-
Phosphorus coupling, probably because of a rapid exchange process in 
the solution, even at such a low temperature'. Thus, no spectroscopic 
confirmation of the structure of the species in solution could be 
obtained. 
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Figs. 6a and 6b Relative concontrationb of catalyst species Χ 
versus substrate concentration. Conditions 
specified η text. 
IV - S Conclusion. 
W-thm expennental e^ror, rechans"! МЗ explains all aspects of the 
rate behaviou*" of the cyclohexone hydrogénation with 4hCl(PDb ) as 
catalysL. The entropy differences, derived from curve fιLting, are 
physically interpretable and the bondstrengths, calculated from the 
enth ilpy differences, compare reasonably with similar data from 
literature. So, the rcactj-on scheme іч likely to be a good description 
of the hydrogeration process on a molecular scale 
IV - 6 AppencUx. 
To obtain inforrat.on or catdJyst age ng by lorraticn oi non-act ve 
complexes (e.g. A, , A„H^), we perfomed the following experiment. 
At ?50C, a hydrogen ргезыіге of 1097 mm Ilg, and initial concentrations 
of cyclohexene of 4.11 M, of oen^ene of F.56 M ind of ratalys4- of ImM, 
we followed the roact-on rate for 3 nours. 
-4 -1 
At the start of the experiment, Lhe rate wab Ρ.ΙΊ χ 10 I s 
After 3 hours of hydrogénation, the rate proved to be 1.49 χ 10 M s 
A G.L.C.-analysis of the liquid phase showed the conceni ration of 
cyclohexene to be 2.JJ K. The concentrations of benzene and of cyclo-
hexane ілеге 6.?6 У and 1.92 M respectively, -"rom t-hese, ore may ca_cu-
late the catalyst concentration to be 0.9^^ mM. 
Applying the correction on the reaction rate for the cyclohexane 
concentrati or (chapter VI, VT - 3.4), one computes a hydrogénation 
-4 -1 
rate of ^.46 χ 10 M s , in perfect agreement with bhe experimental 
one. 
This result indicates that, under our reaction conditions, no catalyst 
ageing is occunng. 
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C h a p t e r V THE HYDhOGf-NAIIÛN OF SOMF OTHEP SUBSTIUTFS. 
V - 1 In t roduc t ion . 
In chapter IV, we presented the kinetic data of the RhCl(PPh ) - cata-
lyzed hydrogénation of cyclohexene. We also discussed a reaction mecha-
nism, to explain our experimental results. Some evidence was obtained 
for the participation of solvent molecules _n the catalytic cycle by 
corpaiing -for all steps- the entropy diffrronceb, obtained by curve 
fitting, to theoretically estimated ones. 
To get further confirmation for the solvent participation in the pro-
posed reaction mechanism, we measured the dependence of the hydrogéna-
tion rate on the substralo concentration for three more olefins. 
The data were fitted to the rate equation, given in chapter IV (IV - 4.1), 
assuming the va_ues of Κ., , the equ-libnur consLant for hydrogénation 
of Lne catalyst, and o r Κ , the equil^briu-i constant for exchange of 
a PPn liE¿nd and a benzene molecule, to be independent of the used 
olefins. Thus, from our compuLer fits we deduced the values of K„, the 
exchange equilibrium consLanL of two olefin 1igands and a benzene 
molecule, of к , the rate ( onstant of the rate determining exchange 
of a benzene and an olefin ligand, and of к , the rate constant of the 
rate determining oxidat vo addition of hydrogen to the catalyst. 
V - ? Ixpenmental ard rcsuMs. 
In our experiments we used the cyclic olefin ns-cyclooctene and the 
linear olefins hex-1-ene and oct-1-ene. 
cis-Cyclooctene was hydrogenated at 25.0, 30.0, 35.0 and 40.0 +_ 0.05oCt 
because of the limited range of accurately rreasurable react_on rates 
with our apparatus. IIex-1-ene and oct-'l-ene were hydrogenated at ^ 0.0, 
2b.0, 30.0 and 3^.0 +_ 0.0гз0С, the sa'-e temperatures we used for the 
rate experiments with cyclohexene as substrate (chapter IV). All olefins 
were purified prior to use by refluxmg over a sodium-lead alloy under 
hydrogen for two hours, and were destilied subsequently. 
The results of the kinetic experiments are shown in Pigs. 1, 2 and 3. 
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Fig . 1 Rate of hydrogénation as a function of the <is-cyr ooctere 
concent ra t io i. A = 10 M. LoLil p^essurt - 060 nm He. 
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V - 3 Discussion. 
V - 3.1 General геггагкз. 
Solvent participât ю г has been proposed for Uu TihCl (PPh ) -
catalyzed hydrogtnation of olefins (e .g. (1,?))» to provide low energy 
reaction paths (3). This assumption also vías based on experiments with 
different so vents, wh с h showt d that Ine г( \< Lion riti was dépendent 
of the solvent ustd (4). More evidtnee for th ч solvent part^cip^t-on 
in the catalytic cy^e //as obLiinen by rate experiments with cy(lo-
dISl 
« lO ' lmo le / l sed 
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Fig. 2 Rate of hydrogénation as a function of the hex-1-ene 
concentration. A 10 M; total pressure = 1060 mn: Hg. 
hexcne an substrate, as described in chapter IV. There a mechanism 
wail proposed, that provided a good description of all kinetic obser-
vations. The introduction of the solvated species RhCKPPh ) 0 (benzene) 
and HhCld'l'h-) ,Η (benzene) led to interpretable values of all deduced 
entropy ditferences. We tried to got further confirmation for the pro­
posed mechanism, and thus for the solvent participation, by carrying 
out rate experiments with oLher olef-ns as substrates. 
As the data in this context are too li-.ited to derive all kinetic 
parameters, we assu-ed the equL..brlum constants of the equilibria 
1 ana ^ J *i Iho reaction mechanism lo be independent of the substrate 
• ^ » 10' I mole/1 sec) 
dt 
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Flg. 3 Rate of hydrogénation as a fune tion of the oct-1-cne 
concentration. Λ = ΙΟ M; total pressure = 1060 mm Hfí. 
о 
used, because no olefin pariіс-рагек η tí ese equ' 1ibria. 
AP 
AB 
H„ APH„ 
ABH, 
equi _briur 1 
ΛΒ 
AHH„ 
AP 
ΑΡΗ , 
+ В 
+ 1) 
όψη Librium ? 
Then, measuring the substrate dependence of the hydrogénation rate, 
will be sufficient" to obtain values for the equilibrium constant К 
AB + 2 S ^ІГ AS + В equilibrium 3 
and the rate constants k, and k,-4 5 
ABH + S —*- ASH + В step 4 
AS + H —+· ASH + S step Ь 
by curve fitting. 
From the temperature dependence of these constants one can calculate 
values of OS and ôH. The vaiues of U S may be compared to 
theoretically estimated ones. From the values of Δ H one may estimate 
the bondstrengths of the Rhodium olefin bonds. These bondstrengths can 
be corpared to similar onet. from the literature. 
V - 3.2 C-1.s-Cyc.L00ctene as substrate. 
Since we did not measure the value of Κ , the hydrogénation equili-
brium constant of RhCl(PPh ) , at 40oC, and since the reproducibility 
of the rate data with this substrate is only about ± 8%, we decided 
to produce oil and ûS values directly by fitting the data to the 
rate equation I. 
(IJ_dS VVHïL-UÜ^.s.! H С 
dt - 2 Κ?·(1 + Κ,-Η,)
 Ь lS H2 ^ 
ith С =( \ /1 + „
 ( b . F ^ - 1) 
1 . К ^ 
whore К = ехр( Л3 0/Н - ΔΗ /ПТ) 
and к = (к T/h) ех[)( ÛS + /H - ÛH +/RT). 
J В J J 
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In this way, a more reliable set of thcrmodyn<unic quantities cou_d be 
obtained than by producing equilibrium and ra\o constants as functions 
о 
of temperature, and calculating the values of US and 6 H afterwards. 
The values of ÛH , US. , ûH^ and ûS were Laken from chapter 
IV (table II, IV - 4.1). The results ot the corputer f~t are given -n 
table I. 
Table I 
Values of entropy and enthalpy differences for equilibrium 3 and steps 
4 and Ь fcith S = сLs-cycloocLene. 
Thermodynamic , i -i ι 
quantity K 3 (м" ) к4(М~ s ) k ^ s " ) 
öS 0 (e.u.) -76.9 + 15.1 -Ь6.7 ± РЬЛ 5.1 + 15.0 
ΔΗ (Kcal/mole) -26.3 + 4.5 1^.9 + 7.4 15.9 + 4.5 
From ÛH q and the value of Û H - foi cyclohexene írom chapter IV ( IV -
4.1), the difference in bondbLrength between a HhoJum с s-cyclooctene 
ard a Phodium eye ohoxere bond may be obtained. сіь-Сусlooctene appears 
to be bound more strongly to Rhodium by 1 _+ 3 Koal/role. Th^s value 
may be compared to data for some other transition metal compounds. 
In Ag-hexafluoroaca<(olefin) complexes (5), the difference amounts to 
3.5 +_ 0,5 Kcal/mole. In PdCl (pyridine)(olefin) complexes iL amounts 
to 2.3 ± 0.4 Kcal/mole (6). Fo1- Co(PPh ) H (olefin)compoundb a value 
of 3 + 3 Kcal/mole ^, obta.ned (7) and m Ni(P('-o-to yl) ) olefin 
complexes the difference arcunts to 2.6 +_ ^ . D Kcal/moLe (8). 
Taking the bondstrength for a Rhodium cy<ionexerie bond about 18 Kca¿/ 
mole (chapter IV, IV - 4.4), the bondsLren^th for a Rhodium сіь-
cyclooctene bond proves to be approxinatti1y 1°) Kcal/rol< . Ну the samo 
argument as used in chaptc" IV ('V - 4.4), 'гоіг лЧц o n e т аУ di duce 
a value for th_s bondsirengUi of about 16 Kcal/-о e, ir reasorably 
agreement wiIh the above-mentioned value. 
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41.7 
42.0 
42.4 
С-, 
(У, 
( 9 , 
10) 
И ) 
12) 
Table TI 
SffecLive entropies *ΌΓ some o_efir к 
olefin effective ent ropy ί e.u. 
Cyclohexone 
ns-Cycìooctene 
Hex—1-ene 
Üct-1-ene 4?.5 (9, 13) 
mhe theoretical estimations of the standard entropy differences US , 
U S and û SR are almost equal to those for cyclohexene, as given 
in chapter IV (IV - 4.2), s^nce the eifect.ve ertropy of cis-cyclooctenef 
defined as the entropy in the liquid stale minus the vibrationa entropy 
and the entropy, associated with internal rotations, is almost equal to 
the effective entropy of cyclohexene (table II). For US , US and 
û S vaiues may be estimated of -6/.6 e.u., -30.b e.u. and 16.0 e.u. 
respectively. These are m fair -agreement with those, cited in table I. 
Probably, the very bulky сіь-cyclooctene ligand affords even less rota­
tional freedom to the PPh 1igands than the le^s space demanding 
cyclohexene ligand, whereas the constant k , calculated from ûS and 
ÛH , proves to be very sma Ί, so that the corresponding thermodyna­
mic quint t os are very unreliable (seo also appendix 1). 
V - 3.3 linear olefins as subs tratс^. 
The reproducibility of the rate measurements appears to be about +_ 3%. 
However, fitting equation I of this chapter to the rate data, no 
physically interpretable value could be obtained of the entropy dif­
ferences Δ S
r
 for the rate determinini7 ->tep S 
AS + H ^ АЬН0 + S —*- ASH j step b. 
The entropy differences, obtal led for both olefins,amount to about 
-•Ό e.u., v/hi^ h JS approxirately equal zo the activation entropy of 
a reaction in rfhich only the translational entropy of an hjdrogen 
molecule is lost. 
We are led to assume, Lhat, for linear olefins, tne ox dative addi­
tion of hydrogen to Lno сonplox AS is describid by the concerted step 
5·: 
AS 2 + H 2 ΐ±: AS — ^ ASHp + S step b' 
in stead of by the above-mentioned step Ь m vvhich the addition of 
hydrogen occurs after the d ssociation of d jubstra^e _ ..gand f^om 
•che complex AS . 
Introducing this concerted rate limiting step S' in Lhe reaction 
mechanism in stead oí step b, one arrives at ratt equation II. 
"51 = ¿ к„.(' ^ K.HJ H ?-S.' S.( \ / ι + с - i) 
и г
 4
'
А
°
К г 
where С = 
В F, J Ь 
'В 1 + К Н, 
The numerical values of the equLlkbnum and rato constants, determined 
by computer fitting, arc given in tables III and IV. tigs. ¿ and 3 
show the quality of th< obla ned filb. 
Table III 
V a l u e s of К , k ind k ' í зг S - h e x - 1 - e 1 - e 
τ ( o c ) 
2 0 . 0 
¿ 5 . 0 
3 0 . 0 
ЗБ.О 
ν
-1
' 
6 4 . 5 
Ы . 7 
? 6 . 9 
1 7 . 3 
У M"1s"1) 
1 .1 i 
1 . Л 
¿ . 1 1 
¿ . 3 / 
k' (¡A 
8Ί . 1 
101 . / 
H 7 . 0 
-8 ') . ' ) 
Table IV 
Values of K., , к and k' for Ξ = oct-1-ene. 
3 4 Ь 
τ CO 
20.0 
гь.о 
30.0 
35.0 
К
з ί""
1
» 
109.0 
77.0 
34. Ь 
18.9 
k ^ M ' V 1 ) 
1.20 
1.37 
2.19 
2.64 
k¿ ( м - ^ - 1 ) 
75.1 
102.7 
153.7 
154.2 
The entropy and enthalpy differences, associated with these constants, 
are given in table V. 
Table V 
Values of entropy and enthalpy differences for equilibrium 3 and for 
steps 4 and b1 with S = hex-1-ene and S = oct-1-ene. 
Thermodynamic 
quantity hex-1-ene oct-1-ene 
ЛН (Kcal/mole) -16.5+2.2 -21.7+2.4 
+ 
ΔΗ* (Kcal/mole) 9.3 + 2.1 9.6 + 1.6 
+ 
ЛН*,(Кса1/го1е) 8.9+0.8 8.7 + 2.0 
ûS (e.u.) -47.7 + 7.2 -64.6 + 7.8 
US (e.u.) -26.7 + 7.0 -25.6 + 5.4 
ûSrl(e.u.) -19.5 + 2.5 -20.2 + 6.9 
Comparing the enthalpy differences ЛН to the value of ÛH , found 
for cyclohexene (chapter IV, IV - 4.1), one derives a difference in 
bondstrength between a Rhodium cyclohexene and a Rhodium hex-1-ene 
-6b-
bond of -4.0 +1.8 Kcal/mole. The difference in bondstrenßth between 
a Rhodium cyclohexe^e and a Rhodium oct-^-ene bond amounLb to -1.4 + 
1.9 Kcal/mole. So, both linear olefins are less strongly bound to the 
metal centre than I he cyclic olefins cyclohexene and cyclooc ere. This 
also is the саче ir CoHífPh) (olefin) complexes (7). For 
Ni(P(0-o-toiyl) ) (olefin) complexes the difference in bondsrrcngth be-
tween a Nickel ryclohexene and a Nickel hex- -tie bond arojnLs to 
-4.0 + 1.4 Kcal/mole (14), m perfect agreeirent v, th th( value, 
obtained for the corresponding Hhodium compiехеь. 
Table VI 
Calculated and found entropy differences US and US for 
S = hex-1-enc and S = oct-1-ene. All values in e.u. . 
olefin ûS„ , US, . . öS. , ÛS„ . 
3,calc. 3,found 4,cale. 4,found 
hex-1-ene 
oct-1-ene 
-59 .7 
-Ь9.9 
-47.7 + 7.2 
-64.6
 z 7.8 
-30.9 
-31.0 
-26./ + 7 . 0 
-?h.6 + 5.4 
The theoretically estimated values of ti e entropy differences US 
and £b for the lintar olefins are only s ightly different f^om 
those for cyclohexeno (IV - 4.2), since the eííective entropies of 
hex-1-ene and oct-1-ene amount to 42.4 e.u. iid 42.5 e.u. respectively, 
as compared to a value of 41.7 e.u. for cyclohexcne. 
However, these less bulky 1igands will afford much more rolational 
freedom to the PPh groups in the complex tl·an I he сусДо-olefins. 
So one can assume the contribution of the loss of rotat onal entrropy 
о 
to the standard enlropy differences ^S to be only hi_f the contri­
bution, used in 'he estimates of the ert^opy Oifferenco with cyclic 
olefins. The calculated theoretical entropy dLÍfereiccs, ogether with 
those, derived frorr 1 че kinetic data, a"e given η '"able VI. 
brom a compaij-bo*-! of the calculated and the ( xpe imi η tal enlropy 
differences, one may contludc, that the quι 11 >rall linear ole Γ η 
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hex-1-ene affords even more roLational freedom to the ligands in the 
conplexes AS,. The rati 
is given in table VII. 
rationalization of US.,, for both linear olefins, 
Table VIT 
+ 
Theoretica1 entropy contributions to US for the slow stop 5' for 
both linear olefins. 
û Sb- = SAS ?H 2 - SAS 2 - S H 2 
a s " (e.u.) 
stat is t ical factor of activated complex: Π In 4 2.7 
change of iritiss 0.0 
change of moment of inertia 0.1 
? stretching vibrations Hh-H (1450 cm ) 0.2 
-1 x* 
ЗЯ bendng vibrations Rh-H ( Ь85 cm ) 1.9 
Я stretching vibration Rh-S ( 300 cm ) 5.6 
2 bending vibrations Rh-S ( 125 cm ) 1.4 
1 torsion along Rh-S bond 2.8 
1 stretching vibration Rh-S ( 400 cm ) -1.0 
2 bending v.brations Rh-S ( 150 en ) -b.2 
1 torsion a long Rh-S bond -2.0 
loss of rotations of coordinated PPh ligands -5.8 
1 hydrogen (1 M in benzene) (15) -19.4 
US,!, = -19.2 e.u. 
found: US. , m c - o r ίι. ι ^ 
V = -19.5 +_ 2.5 e.u. (hex-l-ene) 
+ 
us!1", = -20.? + 6.9 e.u. (oct-1-ene) 
'v — 
ж possible approaches of hydrogen 
xx reactior coordinate 
xxx '4 rotation along Rh-P bonds 
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V - 4 Conclusion. 
The reaction mechanism, which wc proposed earlier, for the 
RhCl(PPh) -catalysed hydrogénation of cyclohexene may also be used Lo 
describe the hydrogénation of cis-cyclooctere. To explain the k-nelic 
results, obtained with linear o V f n s , one has to modify tne postulated 
mechanism so Lhat all derived values of the entropy and enthalpy diffe-
rences are physically interpretable. 
In case of cyclic olefins, the rate determining formation of the 
dihydndo olefin conpound ASH„ from 
the Rhodium (I) die lefin complex 
proceeds m two steps, the first 
Dcirg the d ssociation of one olefir 
ligand, the second the oxidative 
addition of hydrogen to the mono-
olefin complex AS. Using linear 
olefins, the abovo-mertioned siow 
reaction appears Lo proceed ^n ore 
concerted step, (see also appenai-x 
1). 
Summing up, one may write down a 
single *nechanism to describe all 
kinetic resu tb. In this recharism 
(Iig. 4), the relat_ve inportarce 
o* steps b ind b' depends on the 
s4rue ture of the unsaturate. W^th 
cyclic olefins, the formation of ASH, in one step will not proceed, 
probably because these bulky ligandb have a high screening effect on 
the Rhodium centre to prevent an attack of a hydrogen molocu e. This 
screening effect may be less pronounced π case of the dioleiir com­
plexes of the less space demanding linear olefins (see a so appendix ?). 
Fig. 4 Mechamsm of olefin 
hydrogénation with 
RhCl(PPh ) as 
catalyst. 
V - ΓΪ Appendix I. 
From the values o r Κ- , К. , к
л
 , k_ and к' , a remarkable conclusion 1 3 4 5 5 
miy be obtained. With these values, as staLed *n chapter IV (IV - 4.1) 
and ^n this chapter, ore may calculate tne ^atio, Fi , of hydrogénation 
via the "unsaturate" and via the "hydride" route in ^he proposed me-
chamsrs. 
Thus 
reaction rate via AS 
reaction rate via ЛВН 
For cyclic olefins this ratio is given b y 
and for linear olefins by: 
к 4 К э S - F s 
V i ' " ЬВ 
= 
= 
a 
or' 
1 
B F B 
Inserting the values cf the equilibrium and rate constants at 25 0C I one 
can produce the values of a and a'
 t shown in table ІІГ. Calculation 
of the R-funcLion for the various cases, lea to the following conclu­
sions. 
The cyclic o^fins cyclohexene and cis-cyclooctene practically always 
arc hydrogenated preferentially via the "unsaturate" route, since 
B-F is in the range of 0 - 11.19 M. 
However, the linear olefins are hydrogenated preferentially via the 
"hydride" route, uptil qiute \igh suost^ato concentrât ons (for 
hex- -ene S < S.9 M, fo" oct-1-ene Ξ < 4.7 M). 
So, (he assumption of Osborr et il. (1), tha4" the "unsaturate" route 
generally does not operate, is roasonioly justified only in case of 
linear olefins at low concentrations of Ine substrate. 
Table Vili 
Values of α and a1 for cycíohexcne, сis-cyclooctene, hex-1-ene and 
oct-1-ene. 
suDstrate л , α' 
cyc^ohexene 11.1 гл 
9 
cis-cyclooctene 6.1 χ 10 M (^ ) 
hex-1-ene 0.43 
oct-1-ene О.Ь9 
V - 6 Appendix 2. 
Further confirmation of the proposed mechtinism "lay be obtaired Ъу 
competitive hydrogénation oxperiments. 
We define the relative rate of nydro^enat-ion, R , , of a single sub-
re 1 
strate S with respect lo oct-1-еле, S , as 
rel - r(S,) 
A binglo 
where r(X) = hydrogénation rate of substraLe X. 
In a 1:1 mixture of substraten, one may dtf ne the competition figure 
for hydrogénation, С, to be the relativo rate o^ hydrogénation of S 
В 
witn respect *-o oct-1-ene. 
Thus: 
В rixtjrc 
A mixture 
We further define: 
rel 
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Values of Q with S is cyclohexene and S is cis-cyclooctene are 
В В 
reported by Candlin and Oldham (4) to be 1.46 and 1.71 respectively. 
Their measurements of the reaction rates were carried out at ??0С with 
-2 
a hydrogen pressure of 1 atmosphere, A - 10 M and with a total 
olefin concentration = IM. 
For conpanson of these experimental values of Q with Lheoretical ones» 
the mechanism, as given in V - 4, has to be extended by equilibrium 6: 
S. + S„ —*~ AS.S_ + В equilibrium 6 
А В **— A R 
where S. = oct-1-ene and S = cyclohexene and cyclooctene. 
Л В 
Kor K_ one may approximately write 6 
h ^\/K3.sA
K3.sB' 
Assuming, that tno mixed complex AS.S will not react with hydrogen 
directly, because of the bulkmess of the cyclic substrate S , and 
bearing in mind that the cyclic substrate S is bound more strongly 
to the complex than the linear olefin S , so that for the monoolefin 
conpoinds it follows that the concentration of AS is much larger than 
the concentration of AS., one may write for the rate determining step 
7 of oxidative addition of hydrogen: 
- *
 + H2 
A SA SB ^ A S B + SA — A SB H2 s t e P 7· 
It follows that k j ^ = k^ K,, 7 6 5 J 
The reaction mechanism, that is thought to be operative in a nixture 
of substrates, is shown m Fig. 5. 
Under the above-mentioned assumptions and with values of the equilibrium 
and r a t e constants a t 220C, computed from t h e i r US and ôH va lues , 
one can calculate the ratio Q. In case of cyclohexene, Q is found to 
be 1.Ь2, for ci6-cyclooctene Q amounts to 1.6Θ. 
Both values are in good agreement with the experimental ones. 
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APH? 
It > 
лвіі2 
I \ 
4, А 4,В 
Ι Ν 
7 
5 
Fig. 5 Mechanism fer corpetitive hyarogenation of 
a linear (S.) ard a eye к (S
r
,) olefin. 
A В 
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Chapter VI SOLVENT EFFECTS AND SOLVATION 
VI - 1 Introduction. 
From the investigations, discussed η chapters II, IV and V, it was con­
cluded, that solvent molccjleb, ~.c. benzene molecules, participate in 
the reaction c-yc-le of olefin hydrogénation with HhClO'Ph ) . 
Solvents, other than benzene, may be expert od to have a significant 
influence on the reaction mcrhamsm because of different solvating or 
coordinative properties. 
In this part of the invebtigdt^on we determined the influence of other 
solvents by measuring reaction rates oi olefin hydrogénation, using 
mixtures of benzene and I he solvents at constant cata yst, hydrogen 
and substrate concentrations, at constant volume of the liquid phase 
and without any added trι phonyIphosphine. 
VI - 2 bxperimental and results. 
Most kinetic experiments were performed w th eye ohexone as substrate. 
We used as cosolvents: oyclohexene, cyclooctene, hex-1-ene, oct-1-ene, 
pyridine, cyclohexane, boxane» TH1 ard isop"C>panol . A dose r p^ion of 
the exper.mentb w^th an olefin as cosi'venl is given in chapters IV 
and V. All cosolvents were thoroughly pur fled before use. Pyridine 
was refluxod over a moloru.ar sieve (oA) unde^ hydrogen for ? hours 
and destilled afterwards. Cyclohexane, hexane, THF and isopropanol 
were refluxed over a sodium-load alloy unncг hydrogen for ? hours 
and destilled subsoouent ly. The rnoasu^omc n* s wMli these cosolvents 
were carried out at ^Ь.О, 30.0 and ЗЬ.О ± 0.0boC. The dependence 
of the reaction rate o* these cosolvents s given in Figs. 1,,>,4,4 
and 5. 
VI - J lisouss.on. 
VI - T.l The react ion model. 
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As a^scjssed in chapter IV ( IV - 4 ) , we i n t e r p r e t e trie influence of 
benzene on the reaction ^aLo at die to bonding of a benzene molecule 
to so'-e o"^  the comp «xes in the с Italy t с eye ».e. It is tempting to 
propose that there is only a net di"fedone e of one solvent molecule 
between the solvation spheres of AP, APII and AS. on tne one hand 
and A3 and ADH- on the other land. 
This additional solvent molt rule ray be regarded as being in a first 
solvation/coordination sphere, i.e. at the place of the "free site" 
in the catalyst, as discussed by Dediou (1). Its close confinement 
would then be responsible for its entropy losb, as found earlier. 
Within this framework, Lhe species X (-AP, ΑΡΗ , AB, ABH and AS ) 
can be described as X(s)lvent) in which η solvent molecules are in 
η 
a second soLvation sphere. 
Assuming that the second solvation sphere and the species X have 
only a negligible mutual influence, one may write for the exchange 
of benzene molecules in lhe second solvation sphere: 
ρ 0 + XB 0. _ ^ + " XH ,0, + В equilibrium 7. 
η-j к -*— n-j-1 k+p M 
where 0 = cosolveit. 
Ir this equation, the va ues of Κ , ., need not be equal for all 
/, +1 ^ 
va ues of j, but L icy may oe ass imed to oe independent of X. 
The influence of the solvent in the firbo so vat ion/coordination 
sphere may be descnoed by ecui^ibna 6. 
ABH Л sol vent) + у О т^; АО H^so vent) + В 
^ m y ¿ m 
equi ILbria 6. 
A B ( s o l v e n t ) + y 0 ^^ АО ( s o l v e n t ) + В 
m у m 
and by Lhe r a t e l i m i t i n g s t o p s A and 8 
ABH„(solvfcnt ) + Ξ —»- ASH f b o l v o n t ) + В s t e p 4 . 
АО Η í s o l v f n t ) + S — · * ASII , ( so lver l i ) 4 y 0 s t e p 8 . 
у ? τη <? m J K 
I n t r o d u c i n g the equ _bi i a f a id / and ' t e s l o v s t e p 8 in tic 
r e a c t i o n m e c h a n i s m s , d e s c r i b e d i r c l i p p e r s 1^ i n d V (IV - ΛΛ ^ nd 
V - J . J ) , t h e f o l l o w i n g r a t e e a u a t i o n io p r o d u c e d 
( I ) 
dS 
d t _ ^
0
 _ / 
-1+ — ^ 
5 j 
В F„ 
( J Г ) У В F S F H 
*
 k
4
K i + \\\-1ΓΤ^)
 ¿ K ^ i ^ H , ) c 
4 Λ K i l 
f i ? h ν ( i + к. н,) (в Í h (ο ι )-y) + к„ ( s Í ) 
i, с ti U Ί Ь 
в '
 F
s 
= S t η с ds e o*" h í x - l - í n t i^d o t - l - e n c 
- 1 η cabe o*" r y e 1 o\ exe ne ι κι с ус looe t e i e 
- concentrdticn oí the coso vent 
= concentr it ion о^ t enzeie 
= corcentra ion of ι uh r i U 
, Ь a r e f a c t o r b , connt с t d .nuli e n t r o p y of m i x i n g . 
Tt f o l l o w s , t h a t t h i s equ i t i o n c o n t u n ' i no f i r t o r s c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o 
t h e i n f l u e n c e of t h e s e c o n d s o l v i L on sphere 
VT Э.г1 O l e f i n s i s c o s o l v i n t o . 
As ^howr η t(-e p r e c e d ng c h i f ' c r s (I\ ~ 4 1, V - J.2 a i d V - 3 . 3 ) 
у i i í q u i l l ó n I e q j i l s Howe vi г , co-p ( χι Λ jfr (sc v e r t ) i r e noi 
p r e s e n t al equ 1 br ium с я к с ^ l ^ i l i o n , ne f the ' o matLO ι of t h e s e 
compourds i ^ g o v e r n e d by t h e s о*/ r a t e di ι г η щ ьі ер A. Thj •>, i n 
t h i s t a o ? , t h e term Κ^Κ,ιί S. c o r r e s p o n d np 4 J 1 hie c o n c e n t r â t on oí 6 1 
ASH,, w i l l be n e g l i g i b l y m i l l ι η + 1 с r i t e e x p r e s s i o n , brom the c o m p u t e r 
f i l b i s d e s c r i b e d i n c h i r W r s IV i n d У, t i c с one e ni r a t i o n o í A S ( s o l v e n l ) 
rr 
i p p e a r J l o b e n c g L i p i b l e i c o u p i r e d l o t i c с сяк с ni r a t i o n of 
AS ( o l VÍ n i ) . 
So, equation I changes into 
V B
 F B
 +
 ι
 +
 к1н2 
LTG equation we used η chapters IV and V. 
VI - 3.3 Pyridine as cosolvent . 
Fquation I may not be applicable to the case of pyridine as cosolvent, 
btciubc of the latter's strong coordinative properties. It will both 
act as a solvating agent and as ^ true coordinating ligand. Although it 
is a strongly polar compound, it is reasonable to issume that it, will 
not br ng -îbout appreciable changes in the second solvation sphere, 
because of the low concentrations we used in the kinetic experiments 
( 0 - 1 mM). 
From the literature it is known{?), 1 hat kQ approximately equals 0 and 
о 
that у equals 1 (see also appendix ij. 
equation I is not a good descripLxon of the reaction rate versus the 
pyridine concentration, ыпе о its derivation is based on the assumption 
that АО + AOfï?<< 0 . 
Dropp ng this -îssumptior the reaction rate is given by 
' " - S - ' N · · , · ^ · · . ^ Т С " 
where X is the solution of the cubic equation 
C, X3 + С, X2 + С, Χ - Λ - О 1 Ρ 3 о 
wi t h * 
C l = K ?
K 6 ( н г п + к з < s V ^ 1 + , > 
C
? = W.ddci
 + ( , V K 6 ) ( , i FB + s ( s ^ ' / ( 1 + K l ^ ' 
r_ = В I
n
 + K, (S I, ) /(1 + к H ) + К (О - А ) 
Ί В 3 Ь 1 / 6 ddded о 
and wiLh 
- 7 7 -
TON ( s - 1 ) 
0 25 0 5 0 7Ь 1 0 
[Pyridine] <mM) 
Fig. 1 Dependence of the lurnover number oí cyclohexene hydrogénation 
on pyridine concentration. S = 3.?S N'; total pressure = i. aLa; 
A = InM. 
4 - Л - К 
x < ( \ / i - 0 K ( S . F J 2 - - 1 ' / 2 · κ , 
Β· Υ„ + з s 
η ι + к.· н„ 
Taking the values of Κ , Υ. , К , k and k from chapter Г (IV - 4.1) 
and f i t t i n g the equation to the data, one i i n d s numcr.cal values of К 
as fthown in t a b l e I . 
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Table I. 
аіиеч of Kf fo
r
 0 = pyridine. 
Τ Г С ) κ χ 10 
о 
^5.0 2.74 
ΊΟ.0 2.06 
З
г).0 1.61 
The enthalpy and entropy differences, asbociated with K f, arc found to 
be: 
ЛН. = -9.8 + 0.4 Koal/mole and 
D — 
Л3° = -7.0 + 1.2 e.u. 
D — 
The value of US, may be rationalized, ач shown in table II. 
о 
Using the benzene-complex bondstrengLh as estimated in chapter IV 
(IV - 4.4), and the above-mentioned enthalpy difference of Κ , one 
calculates a R'iodium pyridine bondstrenglh of 12 ± A Kcal/nole w^th 
reference to the dissolved state of pyridine. The difference in bond-
btrength between a Rhodium-P.Jh and a Rhodium-pyridine bond amounts to 
9.6 + 3.6 Kcal/mole, in reasonable agreement with a value of 5 _+ I 
Kcal/mole in Rh(CQH )CiY (Y = PPh , pyridine) and with a value of 
б.Ь + 1.0 Kcal/rrole in PdCl Y 2 (7). 
As already mentioned in chapter III, the strong poisoning effect of 
pyridine on the reaction rate merely is a consequence of the less 
negative entropy difference between benzene and pyridine in comparison 
with the difference between benzene and tnphcnylphosphine. 
in chapter III we also mentioned the spec Lrophctometr^cally determined 
value of the equilibrium constant for the PPh - pyridine exchange in 
PhCl(PI>Fi ) , which equals KÄ/K0. This constant was found to be 0.49 at 
J o o ¿ 
?r>0C. from Ihe value of К in table I , one r.iy now compute K,/K
n
 to be 
o o ¿ 
?.?7. К /К in chapter III denotes the equilibrium 
AP + pyr id ine ^zt Apyndine + P, 
whereat, -from r a l e experiments- one deduces the equil ibrium constant of 
_/9_ 
APH + pyridine ^і AH pyridine + Ρ 
because of the arge valuó of К H„ as co-iparfd to 1. 
Tabxe II 
Theoretical entropy contribution to Δ S of equ*í brium 6 with 
0 = pyridine 
~o „o „o „o „o 
6 Apyr.dine В ЛВ pyridire 
= s
0
 + s" - s
0
 - s" 
AH pyridine В ABH pyridine 
AS (( .u.) 
change of symmetry Ü.Ü 
change of moment of inertia 0.0 
1 stretching vibration Hh-[>ridine (/60 cm ) 1.7 
2 bending vibrations Hh-pyndine (100 cm ) 6.8 
1 stretching vj-orati )n co-pl ex-benzene (ibO i-m ) -? .7 
¿ bending vibrations conplex-t)on¿en( ( £/> cm ) -8.7 
1 rotation of pyridine 1igand 6.1 
1 rotat ion of benze ie mclcru e -6.7 
1 benzene (liquid s ta te) - internal 
v-bratic rial entr py of solvating benzt ie 36.9 
(3,4) 
1 pyridine (dissolved in t erizt n< ) - internal 
vibraLional entropy of coordimttd pyr^d n< -41.4 
(5,6) 
US, = - 8 . 0 e .u . 
found US, - -7.9 + 1.? e.u 
о -
The finding that K, /K , I1 I irpc г in e i' < ol 1 IK Hh(III) coirplex thin 6 / 
in case of the Hh(I) trnplex ι> t(j ht f χ )e< t < j in "eg >rd t> te H.S.Λ.В 
concept (8) . Since "t ( I ) .< ι >oft<r ΊΓ ui thin PhUTTÏ md PPti іч a 
base than pyridine, PPh s mon strong y bound to Hh(I) than *o 
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Rh(III) and pyridine is more strongly bound to Hh(III) than to R h d ) , so 
that 
^ ò ^ ^ h t l l l ) > (K6/K?)nh(i) 
As a corsequenro of the differences between these constants, our assump-
tion (II - 5), that the hydrogénation equilibnun constants for all 
Rh(I)-complexes are equal, irrespective of the surrounding of the central 
Rhodium atom, is not entirely justified. 
But the relat_ve concentrations of the species AB eind АО are very small 
^n all cases so that the influence oí these differences on the rate 
behaviour is only of marginal importance. 
VI - 3.4 Alkanes as cosolveits. 
The experimental results of Lhe investigations on the influence of 
аікапеь on the reaction rate are given in Figs. 2 and 3. 
Tie reaction "ate appears Lo decrease at an increab±ng aj-kane-benzene 
ratio. This points to the fact that, also in this case, k 0 will be 
rather small. Thus, in fitting equation I to the rate data, we assumed 
к
и
К, to be negligib e (sec also appendix ?) . 
Ö о 
Only by takirg у (equation I) equal to 1, we obtained a reasonable fit 
to the rate dala. The derived constants for the cosolvents cyclohexano 
and hexanc are gjvon in table III. 
The corresponding enthaipy and entropy differences are: 
-1.3 + 0.? Kcal/mole 
0.? + 0.6 e . u . , 
-S.4 + 6.7 Kcal/mole 
1?.9 + i>l.q e . u . 
A rationalization oí the entropy difference with cyclohexane as cosoivent 
is given LH table IV. 
The rational ι¿at on of the entropy difference with hexane as cosoivent 
for cyciohexane ûH_ 
о 
for h< xane ÛH„ 
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[Cycloh«ane] (M) 
Fig. ? Dependence of the turnover number of ( y( Lohexene hydrogonation 
on cyclohexane concentration. S = З.?^ "W; total pressure = I .Л 
ata; A - I mM. 
is only slightly different from the one gxven in table IV. 
3° - 3° - 5° - 5° 
eff., hexane hexane( liq. ) vibrât ions internai rotatJonr> 
36. θ 
e,u. (3,10), so that the Lheore^ically estimaled entropy difference-
equals 0.3 e.u.. brom the values of ΔΙ- one derives for the strengt*-! 
of the bond between the complex and cyclohexane a value of 3 +_ Ь Kcal/ 
mole and for the bondstrcngth of the hexane ^onpLex bond a value oí 
7 ^ 8 Kcal/nole. Because of the small values, oí Міеье nondsLrengths, the 
complex-alkane bonding probably is physisorpLive. 
TON (s-1 ) 
[Hexane] (M) 
Fig. 3 Dependence of the turnover number of cyclohexene hydrogénation on 
hexane concentration. S = 3.25 M; total pressure = 1.4 ata; 
A = 1 mM. 
о 
Table III 
Values of К for 0 = cyclohexane and hexane 
TCC) К 6fcyclohexane 6fhexane 
?5.0 
30.0 
3b.0 
10.3 
10.0 
9.61 
13.2 
lr).5 
9.77 
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Tabie IV 
Theoretica entropy conLri but ions to ûf on Í qu libnum 6 with 
0 = c y c l o h e x t i n e . 
„o „o „o , о „о 
б Acyclohexdru В ЛЗ cvc ohi χane 
= S0 -r 5° - ьс - ^ 0 
АЛ-Сус o h e x a n e В АВІІ^ c v c l o h o x a r e 
Û S ( e . u . ) 
change of symmetry 
change of moment of i n e r t i a 
1 s t r e t c h i n g v ib ra t i on complox-СНЛ 
2 bending v i b r a t i o n s corrplex-СІІЛ 
1 s t r e t c h i n g v i b r a t i o n <omplex-benzene 
2 bending v i b r a t i o n s conplíx-benzene 
1 rotation of CHA moiícule 
1 rotation of ben/eno mol ecu e 
1 cyclohexane (liqu d Mate) - internal 
vibrational entropy (3fï) 
1 benzene (liquid state) - incernal 36.9 
vibrational entropy ( i,4) 
( l r > 0 cm l) 
( ЬЬ с m ) 
( 140 c-rrT 1) 
( bli cm ) 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
? . 7 
θ.7 
-2.7 
-8.7 
6 . " 
-6.7 
-18.4 
ÔS^ = -1 .3 e.u. 6 
found· ÔS,, = 0.2 + 0.6 e.u. 6 — 
VI - 3.5 ТНЬ as cosolvent. 
Fitting equation I to the kinet с dita with ~Ш is <osolveri*, produces 
extremely unrelnble va ues of К , wh rh i*"t all nu< h scalier Lhian one. 
So, we decided to nodify equation I by n( f? (ctinp all terms containing 
K
c
 except k^K^K. (0 F^)y/(B I J . In Lhi* way, the dati (I ig. Л) m \y be 
D О О 1 U D 
reproduced very well by setting y cqu il to 1. 
The values of к К , topether with к (IV - Ί.1), ire g von in tibie V. 
-θ/1-
TON (s-1) 
[THF] (M ) 
FIR. 4 Dependence о' the turnover number of cyclohexene hydrogénation 
on THl· сoncenlration. S - 3.?Ь К, totai pressure - 1.4 ata, 
Л = . г\ . 
о 
Tan le V 
Values of к.К^ for О = THF, values of k, 8 6 \ 4_ 
ТСС) кдК^тГ'ч - 1) k^l^'s" 1) 
?b.O 1.59 0.41 
30.0 1.80 0.M 
ÌS.0 , ' · . i') 0.71 
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The corresponding enthalpy and entropy differences arc: 
+ 
ÔH^ + û F ^ = 6 . 6 + 1.5 K c a ' / m o l e , 
ö b — 
+ 
Δ Ξ"!" + Λ S? = - З Ь . 6 + 5.0 c u . . 
θ b — 
The increase η the re ас t i on ra Le by using ΊΗΙ· instead of benzene as 
solvent i s most obvious i f we corpare the values of k-K- with the values 
Η о 
of к. (IV - 4.1). At all temperatures k0K„ proves to be about three times 4 o b 
к.. Unfortenately, χ t is impossible to teil ^Г the ^ ate increase orgim-
nates from an entropy or an enthalpy effect ( ÛH = 8.8 ± 1.6 Kcal/ 
mole, ΰΞ„ = -3C.3 + Ь.А- e.u.). 4 — + 
+ о 
The rationalization of US,- + Δ5 іь g-ven in table VI. 
ti D 
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ГаЫе VI 
Theoretical entropy contributions to 6S of к К with 0 = THF. 
o D 
Û S 6 + û S 8 SASH2(THF)+ + SB SABH? THF CHF 
Δ5 (e. 
change of symmetry 
change of moment of inertia 
'4 stretching vibration Rh-CHE (320 cm 
? bending vibrations Rh-CHb (140 cm 
У2 stretching vibration corrplex-THF ( /0 cm 
? beiding vibrations complex-THF ( 35 
1 stretching vibration complex-benzene (150 
2 bending vibrations complex-benzene ( 6^ cm 
1 rotation oí benzene molecule 
1 rotation of THF molecule 
1 rotation along Rh-CHE bond 
1 benzene (liquid state) - internal 
vibrational entropy (3,4) 
internal vibrational 
-1 
-1 
1 THF (1iquid state) 
entropy v3,ll) 
1 CHE (liquid state) 
entropy (3,1^) 
internal vibrational 
-40.8 
-41.7 
0, 
0, 
0 
Ь 
?. 
11 
-2 
-8 
-6 
6 
ÛS„ 
found: ôS^. 
"6 " 8 
-35.6 + 5.0 e 
US' = -32.5 e.u. 
reaction coordinate. 
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VI - 3.6 Isopropanol as cobolvent. 
As isopropanol is a polar «soWent, it hardly is to be expectei, that ir 
this case equation I is a rel able description of the Kinetic behaviour. 
From our computer fits, it appears that the rate data are reproduced 
satisfactorily by the postulated equation with y larger than 1. The 
deduced values of US,-, however, are not nterpretablc. 
Rejecting the assumption, that the seconc bolvat on sphere LS equal m 
all complexes (compare (U) ), there are t лю explanations for the obser­
vation, that the reaction rate reaches a stationary level at nigh concen­
trations oi isopropanol. 
(a) The complexes AB, ABU , АО and АО H are solvated more strongly 
then the otner ones. At high concentrations oí sopropanol, this 
g^ves the ra^e equation: 
K 1 H 2 (IV) r = k 8 S . i s A o 
1 + Kl Ь 
(b) The species AS 9 is solvated more strongly than a 1 other com­
plexes. Then, at high concentrations of isopropanol, one gets: 
k^H.A 
... ,.&? 
Unfortunately
 f the number of cquilibr um constants, connected with these 
models, is far too large to be fitted with the limited bet of rate dat-i. 
Thus, the only way to get some information from the experiments, іь to 
estimate the stat-onary level of the react en rate at different tempera­
tures and to calculate the va^ ous values of kñ and к w th the equat ons 
IV and V. 
These values are gathertd in table VII. 
The enthalpy and entropy differences rorr<sponding to k_ and k
r
 are. 
+ + 
ΔΗ^ = ?0.8 + 0.8 KcTl/mole, US* = 7.<) + ?.7 e.a.. 8 — о — 
+ + 
ЛН* = 19.Ь + 1.0 Kcal/molc, US* = 18.1 + 3.4 e.u. . 5 — 5 — 
-as-
The va ue οΓ US proves to oc rather .arge, as in the transitior btate 
ö 
of step θ ΐhe entropy of a subbtrate molecule approximately is lost, 
whereas this decrease in entropy can only be compensated by an increase 
.^n vibrational ent"opy of loosening isopropancl-conplex bonds. 
1 4 -
1 2 -
1 0 -
ο β 
06 
0 4 
0 2 
)N IS ' 
-
. 
о 
о 
: o o 
• 
• 
.· 
о
0 0 
о 
ι — 
о 
• 
О 
Ι ­
Ο 
• 
О 
о 
• 
о 
35 0 С
 0 0 
о 
о 
о 
зо
0
с . . 
. · · 
250С 
о о О о О 
[isopropanoÇ (M) 
Fig. Ь Pependence of turnover nimber о"1* cyclohexene hydrogénation on 
isopropanol concentration. S = 3.2b M, total pressure = 1.4 ata; 
A = 0.67 mM. 
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ГаЫе VII 
Values оГ к and of к , compared to к fror chapter IV (IV - 4. 
О - isopropanol. 
ТСС) kgCM -^" 1) к 5 χ 10
 ?(s l) k b χ IO
 ?(п - 1)
 ) C h apter IV 
24.0 0.20 ?.Ί 3.00 
30.0 0.35 4.6 б.О'З 
ЗБ.О 0.66 8.Э 8.38 
The values of US,- and ÛH1 agree w thin experimenta» error w^th the 
Ь Ь + + 
values reported in chapter IV ( ΔΗ. - 18.3 + 1.6 Kcal/nole, US, -
τ — τ 
14.6 + Γ).4 e.u.) . 
The values of k. , deduced from above-mentioned experiments» also agree 
almost perfectly witi LI" ose given j-n chapter IV, as is shown \r\ table 
VII. 
So, model b gives a good description of the RhCl(PPh) -catalyzed 
hydrogénation of cyclohcxene witn iscpropanol as a solvent. 
31 
However, from а ч P-NMH spectrum of a saturated solution of RhCl(PPh ) 
( - 3 mN!) in a 1:1 mxluro of -sopropanol and сусіочехепе 'it ajnb-ent 
temperature, wo could not confirm tins assurption. Probabj-y because of 
a rapid exchange process in the solution, only one absorption peak was 
measurca (27.3 ppm at low field wit! regard to TMP), showing no 
Phosphorus-Rhodium coupling. 
VI - 4 Conclusion. 
The model given in section 1 oí the discussion, provides a satisfactory 
description of Ihe kinetic observations, obtained with most c-osolvents. 
It proves that, it the cosolvent in l"ie first so I vat lon/coordirat ion 
sphere is more strongly bound lo the complex than benzene (pyridine, 
alkanes), the rate limiting exchange with an oletin will be more 
djfficu1t. However, if the oosoivent is less strongly bound to the com-
plex than benzene, then the exchange is considerably more easy, as is 
the case with TH^. 
-40-
The геас Lior ra^es with isopropanol as cobolvcnt rr iy be interpreted by 
a mechanism in wbich not all complexes have the same second solvation 
sphere, probably because of the strongiy polar character of this solvent. 
VI - Ь Appendix 1. 
Candlin and Oldham (14) found about 3% hydrogénation of 0.5 M oct-1-ene 
after 48 hourb, m a 1.1 (v/v) mixture of ben/ene ard pyridine at a 
temperature oí 22 + 10C and with a total catalyst concentration of 
10~? M. 
With К Í220C) = 3.42 χ 10°, calculated with the values of ûH„ and 
o b 
Û b„, given in VI - 3.3, with a pyridine concentration of 5.72 M, a 
о 
benzene concentration of (>.17 M and an oct-1-ene concentration of O.b M, 
-5 -1 -1 
one can calculate the value of к from equation I to be ì.3 χ 10 (M s ) 
о 
for tie data oí Candlin and Oldham. 
As kQ íor oct-1-ene p^obaoly J.S about equal to k_ for cyclobexene, the 
assimption, hal к
я
 іь negligible in our compuLer fitb, is justified if: 
8 6 
This 
Dyndine « 
proves indeed 
1.1 χ 1 0 ~ 2 « 6.8 
VI - 6 Appendix : 
k4 
tt-
? ^ 
• P 1 
В 
e case: 
Lak. 
-ng 
+ 
к
,
К
з 
Ki 
pyrid < 1 m^. 
I t i s tempting Lo азьшпе, t h a t the ef fect of alkanes on the r e a c t i o n 
r a t e i s caused by the formation of complexes A(alkyl)H and ASII^. 
[n l roduct ion of the proper terms in r a t e equal ion Γ 1eadb to per fect 
f i t s ío r both a l k a n t s , buL a lso to t o t a l l y u r s a t ι sfacLory tntropy 
dl f f er ent es . For exampl e , wi tl· th s assumpl ю г , one may derive from 
the raLo dala an equil ibrium constant fo*4 a lkart d( l· ydrogf n a t i o n . 
This cens ant ippeai s to be too laige by about 10 огсіегь o r magnitude. 
nus , Lho assumpt ι oi hi as * о be re jected on thermody riami с a l grounds. 
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C h a p t e r VII EXPFRIMbNTS Vi I TI I HLTEHOGENIZbl) RHODIUM - ΡΗΟΞΡΗΙΝΕ 
COMPLLXbS. 
VII - I l - i t r o d . j c L ± o n . 
Anchoring transition metal complexes to solid supports has received 
increasing attention in recent years, since I he compounds, prepared in 
this way, may be used ач catalysts comb mnfí the advantages of homogeneous 
and of heterogeneous catalysis. Although much is known about the prepa-
rative aspects of this type of catalyst, the insight in the mechanistic 
amplicat.ons of immobilization on the catalytic reaction kinetics is 
very limited (1). Therefore, having obtained a consistent mechanistic 
description of the homogeneous, RhCl(PPh) -catalyzed hydrogénation of 
olefins, it was tempting to compare the hydrogénation kinetics, cata-
lyzed by an anchored ana_og oí "Wilkinson's catalyst" with the kinetics 
ootained in the horogeneous case. In this chapter we briefly describe 
the preparation of 8 different immobilized systems, heterogenized both 
on inorganic and organic supports. Only one of these compounds proved 
to be usable for a kinetic study on the mechanism of catalyzed olefin 
hydrogénation. An interpretation of the observed rate behaviour with 
cyclohexene as substrate will be given. 
VII - ^ Experimental; preparation of catalysts. 
Elemental analyses were performed at "Analytische Laboratorien", Elbach 
über Engelskirchen, W.-Germany. 
Chemicals were nunfied pr.or to use. All reactions were carried out in 
an inert atrosphere. HhCliPPh.^ (¿), (RhCl(C H1 )2) (3) and 
(RhCLfC^H-,-.) ) (4) were prepared according to the literature. SiO_ 
8 le? e 2 
(Aerosi 1 ^ 00, Degussa) was dried at 750oC for 18 hours under a flow of 
\ ydrogen , which leads to a silica with about 4 silanol groups/100 
f co. 
Chloromethylated polystyrene (Mernfield polymer, Fluka, 200 - 400 Mesh, 
3.5 mmole Cl/g. rosin) and HMDS-treated Chromosorb W (Johns - Manville) 
were LJbed as received. 
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p-BromophenyldiphenyIphosphine was prepared by a Grignard reaction from 
p-dibromobenzene and diphenyIchlorophosphme. A Grignard reaction of 
this compound with SiCl. g^ve 4-(SiCl )phcnyIdiphenyIphosphine whicri was 
coupled to silica in refluxing benzene. The phosphinated silica was 
treated with ethanol Lo remove the rerainder of the chlorine groups and 
with SiCl(CHq) lo remove the remai*ur.g part of the si lanol groups. 
After a ? days extraction with benzene, lh< phosphinated silica was 
allowed to react with excess RhOlfPPh ) in benzene under reflux for 3 
days. This led to compound A, which was dried in vacuo. 
Following the same procedure, but using ЬіСІ (CH„)p j.n stead of SiCl , 
compound В was prepared. 
Compound С was prepared by coupling (A-(^-tricholorsi'ylpropylJphenyl)-
diphenylphosphine Lo Si0
o l subsequent roac Lion of this ligand wiLh excess 
RhCl(PPh ) ι extraction of the product and drying m vacuo, according to 
Moreto et. al. (6). 
We prepared compound D according to Conan et.al.(7) by chloromethylation 
and subsequent treatment wi Lh dipheny phosph-ne-lj. thium in THF of Chromo-
sorb W, íIMDS-trcaLcd, coated with polypheny^siloxane, and reaction of the 
product with (RhCltC H. ) ) (Rh:P = 1:1) in benzene. The compound was 
washed with benzene and dried in vacuo. 
As phosphme -nLroduction in bro**iated pclysLyrene by reaction with KPPh > 
leads to resins in which the phosphme content is difficult to control 
(Θ), we used chloromethylated polystyrere to prepare compounds К and F 
(9). The chloromethylated po ystyrere was phiosphxnated according to 
Relies and Schluenz (10). The reaction of Lie phospl·inauod resm with 
excess RhCl(PPh ) in ben¿enr (reflux, 3 days), a ? days extraction of 
the product with ben/ene and drying in vacuo, led to compound F. 
Reaction of the phosphinated resm with (RhCl(C„H ) .)n in Ьепгспо 
о 14 г г 
{Rh:P = 1:2) at ambicrt temperature fс г 1 day led to compound V. The 
elemental analysis of F is given in table I. 
By emulsion polymerization oí ?% divinylbenzene and 18% styrene in 
water (6Ь0С, 24 hou^s, Ka-dodecyj-sjiphate as emulf.ating agent) we pre­
pared a polystyrene latex (11). Adding etnanol/dierhylether (1:^) to 1 he 
suspens ion y ι elded the роіуь ly rene quant ι t at ι vc ly . The sol ι ci was washed 
with ethanol and diethylether and dried in vacuo at SC^C. Cl· loromethyl-
atlor of the polystyrene beads according to Pepper eL. al. (12), sub-
bequent phosphination of the chioromtLhylated product according to 
Relxes and Schluenz (10), reaction with (RhiC^H, . J-Cl). (Rh:P = 1:3) 
in benzene at ambient temperaluro for 1 day, extraction οΓ Lhe product 
with benzene and drying in vacuo, led to compound G. The elemental 
analysis of this compound is shown in table I. Finally, compound H 
was prepared according to Naaktgeboren et. al. (13) by polymerization 
of 4-d pheny^phosphino-styrene (14) (6S0C, ?4 hours) to a linear poly­
styrene derivative, w_th AJBN ir benzene. Subsequent reaction with 
(RhCl(C H )) in THF (RI :P = 1:<>.гз) yielded an insoluble product 
thai was extracted with benzene for ? days and dried in vacuo there­
after. The elemental analysis of the product is given in table I. 
Table I 
A n a l y t i c a l d a t a o f so*ne compounds (w%) 
compound %Rh XC1 %P %\\ %C Rh:Cl:P 
F 9.67 3.60 Ь. Ь 6.?6 
G* 8.82 З.ОЬ 8.32 5.94 
(10.18) (3.51) (9.19) (5.14) 
H* 9.08 3.06 8.23 Ь.Ь7 
(10.26) (З. З) (9.26) (5.12) 
χ Theoretic al values m parent hoses, calculated for RhClP 
VII - 3 Results and discussion. 
VII - 3.1 Some remarks on the compounds. 
All above-mentioned heterogem/od Rhodium phosphine systems prove to 
bo catalysts for the hydrogénation of cyclohexene. However, using com-
poundb Λ, В and E, Rhodium complexes become detacned from lhe support 
under hydrogénation conditions ( Gill· = 9.87 У, hydrogen pressure: 
74.27 
70.6Θ 
(71.99) 
73.50 
(71.83) 
1.0:1.1:?.0 
1.0:1.0:3.1 
1.0:1.0:3.0 
d S
 , 1 
•JT < a u ) 
. . / 
/ 
f 
O » • ' i— 1 I 1 1 1 1 Ι ­
Ο Ι 2 3 4 5 6 7 β 9 
[CHE] (M) 
Fig. 1 Hydrogonation rate as a function о" cyclohoxene concentration. 
catalyst: F; hydrogen pressure: 1000 rm Hg; Τ = 3L)0C. 
1000 mn Hg) loading to a homogeneoub hydrogonation reaction. Probably 
the Rhodium complexes are bound to the чирроі t with only one phosphι no 
link each. Hydrogénation only can occur by dissociation ol a phosphine 
ligand from the complex. This ligand probably is the same one that .s 
exchanged for a PPh 1tgand ir the synthesis of these corpounds. 
Compound С is a power! u , зт;аЬ-е catalyst Tor .lefin hydrogeia tior, 
but the preparation of a larger qaantLty of th ь compoand, needed for 
a kinetic analysis of catalyzed ϋΙοΐι-Ί hydrogénation, proved to be 
very arduous. Compound Ρ -s a very good с a alyst for cyclohexene hydro­
génation, but it turns brown-black in a hydrogen atmosphere. The com-
pound also proves to be a catalyst in benzene hydrogénation, so that 
Rhodium metal formation e an not be exc Iuded (see also (lb,16) ). 
-
f
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Conpoünd F showb no detectable detachnent of Rhodium complexes from 
the support during hydrogénation of cyclohexene. So, it is expected, 
that, the Rhodium moieties in this compound are bound to the polysty-
rene matrix Ari th at least two phosphine links. This is confirmed by 
the IR-spertrum of this cala.yst after reaction with CO. The IR-
spectrum shows a very strong absorption band at 1975 cm ^, which can 
be attributed Lo a tranb-COClHhP compound, and two weak bands at 2000 
-1 
and ?080 cm , that may be attributed to a cis-(CO)pRhClP compound 
(1/). Froi the intensities of tne absorption bands one may estimate 
the RhP compound to be about &b% of the total Rhodium content. The 
elemental analysis also suggests a compound RhClP . Probably the 
Rhodium compound has a dimeno structure, as also was concluded from 
an FXAFS-study for a similar catalyst by Reed et. al.(18). The 
apparent activation energy, I , for cyclohexene hydrogénation with 
app 
compound F at. catalyst anojnls to 10.2 ± 0.4 Kcal/mole 
( [CHFJ = 4.94 M, hydrogen pressure = 1000 mm Hg), a rather small 
value as compared to E for the homogeneous, RhCl(PPh 1„-catalyzed 
app ó 3 
reaction ( ** ?? Kcal/mole). This suggests that the reaction is severely 
retarded by a slow diffusion of the substrate into the catalyst parti-
cles, As shown ir Fig. 1, It с cyclohexene dependence of the reaction 
rate is rather remarkable. The hydrogénation rate increases steeply 
at high substrate concentrations. This effect probably is caused by 
dissociation o r the dimer^c Rhodium compound under the influence of 
the olefin, allowing the polystyrene matrix to swell, so that at high 
substrate concentrations more hydrogénation sites are available. 
Also compound G shows no detectable detachment of Rhodium complexes 
fron the support. The catalyst shows a good stability as over 60 rate 
oxper ments a decrease oí only 10% of the initial rate was measured. 
Although this cata-yst wa^ prepared to reduce the effect of substrate 
diííusLon on the reaction rate by reducing the diameter of the cata-
lyst beads as compared to the beads of compound F (diameter of bead 
of G about 0.46 um, calculated from BET-measurements on the poly-
styrene bead^, the apparent activation energy for cyclohexene 
hydrogénation (hydrogen pressure = 1000 mm Hg) amounts only to 
11./ + (J.7 Kcil/mole at [ CHL J = 4.94 M and to 14.9 + 1.4 Kcal/mole 
at CHE = 9.87 M. The substrate dependence of the reaction rate is 
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quite similar to the one with compound ^ as catalyst, as is s^own η 
Fig. ?. It may be inferred, that, also with thi4 catalyst, the hydro­
génation rales suffer from the effects of pore-diffusion of substrate 
into and swelling of the support. 
To get more insight in the changes in structure of the support, 
induced by chloromethylatior, phosphination and attachment of Rhodium 
complexes, we measured ВЬТ surface areas of the products after each 
step in the synthesis of G. These «
л
urlare areas are g ven ir table II, 
From the significant increases m surface area, one ^ay conclude thaz 
large changes are irtroduced in the structure of the polyjrer support 
in every preparation step. Ih is also may be concluded from the moan 
pore diameter of compound G, which amounts to 93 Л as calculated from 
the nitrogen adsorption isotherm. The latex ро'узгугепе part.cles are 
known to be essentially non-porous (11). Changes in structure a se are 
known to occur in the preparation of immobili¿ed catalysts with Poly-
vinylchloride as the starting material (19). 
Surface areas in preparation of catalysl G from H^T-measurements 
2 ¿ 
compoufid sirface area (m ) surface area (m ) 
per g^an Ctilalyst jer grar bupport 
polystyrene (PS) 1¿.¿ 12.¿ 
ΡΞ-CH Cl 40.Ь 46.1 
PS-CH PPh 38.7 109.θ 
(PS-CH0PPhJ RhCl ЬО.Ь 144.8 
? 2 η 
Also, compound Η рго еь to be a btable catalyst in liquid phase 
cyclotcxene hydrogénation. After about 120 '"ate expenmerts 4 e 
catalyst snowed a losb f activity of only I i% of the initial r< ac-
tion rate. Elemental analysis of the catalyst a'ter these experiments 
showed no detectable loss of Rhodium ftom the support (Hh-conLent of 
freshly prepared catalyst 9.08%, HI-contení after 120 rate experi-
ments 9.13 %) . F '"о- <yclohexenc hydrogénation anounts Lo 
app 
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Fig. ? Hydrogénation rate as a function of cyclohexene concentration 
catalyst: G, hydrogen pressure 1000 ran Hg. 
?0.S +1.5 Kcal/mole, being about equal to E for the homogeneous. 
app 
catalyzed reaction. 
The rate behaviour as a function of the substrate concentration 
(tig. 3) also is very similar to the one in the homogeneous, catalyzed 
hydrogénation, showing no effects of swelling at high substrate con-
centrations (compare Figs. 2 and 3 with big. 4 of chapter IV). 
brom the elemental analysis of H, one may infer the compound to 
consibt of RhClP units. Indeed, the synthesis of this compound from 
TON » IO3 «s'' I 
[CHE] (M) 
Fig. 3 Hydrogénation rate as a function of cyolohiexene concentration. 
catalyst: Π; hydrogen pressure: 850 mm Hg. 
phosphinated polystyrene and (RhCl(C H )) 14 very similar to the 
reaction of (RhCl (CJi, _) )_ with Ыь( (3-diphenylphosphino)propy ! )pheny Ι­
phosphme. which also leads to a RhClP complex (PO). We tried to 
31 
confirm this assumption hy solid state P-NN'R measurements, but, 
because of problems in oxygen-free sampling -the compound ^s very 
air-sensitive- , only absorptions of non-coordinated pi osphine and 
phosphme oxide vverc found . 
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VII - 3.2 Kinetic analysis of Ь-с atalyzed cycloliexene hydrogénation. 
For obvious reasons, we only used conpound H as catalyst for a kinetic 
analysis of olefin hydrogeration, catalyzed by ar immobilized Rhodium 
complex. 
Kim tic measurements were carried out at 3 temperatures, 40.0, 45.0 
and 50.00C +^  0.05 0C, using cyclohcxene in ben/ene as substrate. 
The hydrogenaLion reaction proves to be of first order in aromt of 
catalyst. The dependence of the reaction rate on the substrate con-
renLratxon (0.2 - 9.87 M) is given in Fig. 3. At all three measuring 
temperatures, the rate attains a maximum value at a cyclohexene con-
rentraLion of about 2. M. big. Л shows the reaction rate as a function 
of hydroger pressure (100-900 mm 4g). The reaction order in hydrogen 
pressure proves to be ato it 0.84 at all three temperatures. 
Since the measured kinetics sirorgly resemble the kinetics of the 
homogeneous, catalyzed reiction (chapter IV, IV - 3) and as the 
structure of the heterogeni/ed catalyst on a molecular level pro­
bably _s about equal to the one cf HhClU'Ph ) , wo assumed the 
hydrogénation mechanism, using the heterogen!zed catalyst, to be 
approximately equal to the mechansm of homogeneously catalyzed 
hydrogénation (chapter IV, JV - 4.1). The mechanism for cyclohexene 
hydrogénation is given in tig. 5. The same nomenclature is used for 
rate and equilibrium constants as in chapter IV. 
AP i=t API I 
U P ti
 ? 
1 
A4 íZÍ АПН 
tl· 1 4 
AS Ü A S —•ASM 
S 
Fig. 5 Mecnanism for 
cyclohexene hydrogrnalion. 
Two simple тосіеіч may bo formu­
lated to introduce in the 
mechanism the fact that the 
labile phosphine ligand, that 
may be exchanged for a benzene 
"lolecule (equilibrium 2, IV -
4.1), stays bound to the 
support after dissociation. 
These "lodels a"e as follows. 
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TON «IO3(s-1) 
60 
Fig. 4 Hydrogénation rate of cyclohoxcne as a function of hydrogen 
pressure. S = 5.9? M; cat.ilysl : П. 
a) Suppose the catalyst syste-i to bo very rigid. Tn that case, the 
dissociated phosphine ligand always will sba> in the vicinity of 
the Rhodium complex molecule from wmch xt originated. No exchange 
of phosphine groups between different Rhodium complexes is consi­
dered. This leads to the following rate expression (T): 
( I )
-f < к Л-
н 
W·"/ 3 · ^ 
Fg.Ii + K? + K 3 ( S - F S ) / ( 1 + KvHp) 
in which , dS , ч is the lurrovor number of the reaction 
dt о 
(mole CHF/ mole Rh,s). ?or a derivation of the equilibrium 
constant of equilibruim ?, see appendix 1. 
b) Sjpposc, that the catalyst system consists oí К
ч
 subsystems, 
each comprising N* Rnodium cor.plexes. Between the complexes in a 
subsystem free exchange of the labile phosphme ligands will occur. 
Exchange between different subsystems is not considered. Tn this 
case, (he polystyrene matrix has to be quite flexible, having at 
least some internal roLat_onal freedom. The following rate equa­
tion (il) may be derived: 
'"'if, Пуув·^ +i4kì)-H/s-Fs 
/ 4-K ·η· 
^•CS.Fg) /(1 + K1.H;,) 
-1) 
in which , dS , , is the turnover frequency of the reaction 
dt о 
(mole CHE/mole Rh,к) and η' = amount of Rhodium complexes in a 
subsystert (mo^e Rh). ΙΌΓ the equilibrium constant ¥L- and a deriva­
tion of the rate expression, see appendix ?. 
Both models predict a turnover frequency, independent of the amount 
of catalyst used, in agreement with the experiment. 
We introduce 
К = exp( ÛS0/U - ΔΗ /RT) and 
+ + 
k = (k^T/h) - охр ( ÛS + /R - ûH +/RT). 
г.^ В j j 
о 
Putting I ho valueb of ôh and οΓ ûS , describing the hydrogénation 
equilibrium of the calalyst, equal to the ones, found for the homo-
geneous caso, and fHtinp, equation I to the rato data, does not lead to 
a reasonable description of the rate behaviour and so model a) has 
to be rejoe'ed. However, fitting equation II, with the same assump-
tion about ΔΗ and AS., produces a reasonable fit, shown in Figs. 
3 and A. The rate constant k , being quite small in the homogeneous 
case (chapter IV, IV - 4.1), proves to be negligible in this case. 
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The values, obtained for the thermodynamic quanti lies are given in 
table III, togclne1" uut ι the corresponding values, derived from the 
data on homogeneously catalysed hydrogeri.il ion. 
Table III 
Thermodynamic quantities, derived with model b). 
Thermodynamic 
quant ιty 
ÛS° (e.u.) 
ΔΞ^ (e.u.) 
+ 
ùst (e.u.) 
о 
ôHp (Kcal/mole) 
ÛH^ (Kcal/mole) 
+ 
ûH* (Kcal/mole) 
ж Standard state of B, CtlF, H :1 M, of supported Rhodum complexes 
and supported phosphine groups: 1 molo. Hydrogen solubility data 
were taken from Cook et. al. (21). 
The values of ûS , ûU and ώ.1
ι
 iìre η go< d agreement wit'i 
thobe, obtained in chapter TV. The agieement belween the values of 
Û Sr for the heterogenized and the homogeneoub system is or!y fair. 
Probab y not all Rhodium complexes on Lhc support are active in hydro-
génation. So, too high a va-UP of η , the total amount of active 
ο h 
Rhodium species, will lead to too low an apparent value of ûSt . 
The numerical value of ΔΗ differs appreciably fron the one found 
from the data on homogeneous nydrogenatι or. Tt іч may be a consequence 
of the fact, that not all possible Rhodium-tгiphobphine compounds in 
a subsystem will have an ideal geometi irai strut lure . Longer Rhodmm-
phosphine bondnengths and rot optirum bordangles will lower the mean 
c a t a l y s i 
- 2 0 . 3 -
- 7 4 . 9 
7 . 0 
- 1 0 . 6 
- 2 7 . ? 
1 8 . ? 
1 II 
R In n ' 
homogene 
-/11.8 
- 7 1 . 8 
1 4 . 3 
- 1 9 . 4 
- 2 4 . Ь 
1 8 . 3 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
_+ 
+ 
OUb с 
11.9 
9 . 8 
Ь . 4 
3 . 6 
2 . 9 
1 . 6 
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bondstrengUi o r a Rhodiur phosphine bond арргссіаЫ/. 
о 
An interpretation of the numerical value of ÛS„ for Ihe immobilized 
system cannot be given, because the value of n', the amounL of 
Rhodium-species -n the subsysLem, and the contributions of the con-
figurational ertropy changet. of the matrix lo û^o » a r e unknown. 
VII - 4 Conclusion. 
From our expe^.ments tne following conclusions '"ay be dra^n: 
rieterogemzed catalysts, prepared by chemical anchoring оГ a 
Rhodium phosphine complex to a solid support, will only be stable 
m liquid phase olefin hydrogénation if the complex is linked to 
4
 ho support by <it least 2 support-phosphme bonds. 
Reactions» carried owe to immobilize a complex at an organic polymer, 
bring about appreciable changes in the strut lure of the support. 
[rnobili/^ng the complex HhClfPP ι ) on linear polystyrene introduces 
or y marginal changes in the reactior mechar ism of catalytic cyclo-
hexene hydrogenaLion as compared to the honogeneous case. 
These changes merely are a consequence of the fact, that not only the 
active species is anchored to tne support, but also the Labile 
phosphire ligand. 
VII - 5 Appendix 1. 
We consider equilibrium ?· 
ЛВ + Ρ ^ — ΛΡ — • + 3. 
The catalyst system comprises N bubsyslems, each with one anchored 
A-grc up aid Ν /N anchored piosph.ne groups. 
1
 ο
 0 
N.¥, out o
f
 N subsystems consist, of a *ϊ С I ^ В group and N„/>l non-
AH о ' ? Ρ о 
coordinated phosphine groups. N out oí N subsystems comprise one 
RhClP group and N /N - ì non coordinated phosphine groups. 
The partition function Q1 of the total system, which .s the cata­
lyst system, including the benzene phase, may be shown to be: 
N - Ν Ν Ν N 
I' AP AB AP N. AP Ν ' Ν-
о « л / Ρ \ о В 1 
О 0 .0 ( о ) 
« ' ^ Г^
 7
 QB
 ' ν 
о AJ АЕ' И 
where 
О = partition function of non-coordinated anchored phosphine 
groups 
Q = partition function of AH groups, anchored to the support 
Q = partition function of ЛР groups, anchored to the support 
о AB AP 
Ν = total number of benzene molecules - N.„ - N„ - Ν + Ν.
Λ
. 
В AB В о АР 
Puntine d m 9'
 = 0 l e a d s L o 
d NAP 
?
 "
N
o
 Q A B - Q P " NA1 "AB Avopadro 
к^ • "АР lBJ 
where 0 B - Qn/V and η ι - \ ^ т я а а г о 
Since Ν_ /Ν = 1, Κ. 
Ρ
-
 0
 " '
 ?
 "
 η
ΑΒ "AB Qp'NAvoñadlo 
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V I I - 6 A[pendix ? 
We f i r s t c o n s i d e r equi 1 i b r u i m 2 : 
·ΑΒ + 1> ^ — A P + В 
lor one subsystem, cons.sting of N' anchored Rh complexes and of 
(N /N /-N' anchored, .abile phosohj-ne groups, the partition function 
о 
is given by: 
N''•(N'tnL /N ))ι 
Ρ о 
" s s " 
N 
AB 0 VAB 
N 
АР 
• " А Р 
Ν 
Ρ 
• S 
Ν 
Β 
•
 Q B 
Ν' ' Ν' „ι Ν' ι N„1 
AB Αΐ> Ρ Β 
when? : 
Ν = number of anchored Rhodium complexes in the total system 
о 
N - number of anchored, labile phosphine groups in the total 
0 
system 
N' = number of <anrhored AP groups in the subsystem 
N' = number of anchored ¿Ш groups in the subsystem = N' - N' 
N* = number of anchored, ion-coordinated phosphine groups η 
the sjbsystcm = N'(N^ /N ) - N' J
 Ρ о ЛГ* 
о 
Ν = t o t a l nurtiber o f b e n z e n e m o l e c u l e s - N1 
В ЛВ 
Q = partition function of anchored AB groups 
Q = partition function of anchored AP groups 
Q = partition function of anchored, non-coordinated phosphine 
groups 
Q = partition fune ion of benzene molecules 
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Putting ss = 0, the equilibrium constant К proves to be as 
d N 
AP 
follows : 
QO-0 
К =
 yH WAP 
0 · 0 WAB WP 
АР
 ( N B / V ) 
N ,AB- N ,P 
where Q„ = Q /V and n' = N' /N, 
Β ι ι Avogadro. 
Since n' = η Ι
Λ
ο» ^'
ie
 r,ì
^
c
 expression for one subsysten is given by 
dS (k4Kl-B-F3 + ^ з ' q F b 4 P 
dt ?·Κ?· С + Kj-Hj,) 
with С = ( 1 + 
4·Κ?-η· 
В ' 1 + К -Η Β·Γ„ + 
То find the reaction rate for the total sysLen, we sum this expression 
over η /η' bubsyste-ib. This *eads to ti-e equa* ^ оп, given m VII - 3.¿, 
model b. 
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Summary. 
This thesis deals with the hydrogénation of olefins, catalyzed by 
RhCKPPh ) , for which a mechanism is proposed. Besides, a study was 
made of the mechanistic implications, on olefin hydrogénation, of 
immobilization of this catalyst. 
Chapter I gives some general remarks on hydrogénation catalysts. 
Further, the derivation of rate expressions is discussed. 
Chapter II gives a description of the kinetic experiments with 
cyclohexene as substrate and benzene as solvent at 250C. The most 
remarkable aspect of the measured reaction rates was the occurence 
of a maximum in the hydrogénation rate versus the cyclohexene con-
centration. A mechanism, in which the solvent plays an essential 
role, could describe all rate data. 
Chapter III deals with the spectrophotometric determination of some 
equilibria, which are important steps in the mechanism of olefin 
hydrogénation. 
Chapter IV gives an extensive kinetic description of the cyclohexene 
hydrogénation in benzene as solvent. We measured at four different 
temperatures so that enthalpy and entropy differences could be 
determined for all steps. The interpretation of the entropy 
differences led to a refined mechanism, with which all observations 
could be explained. The bondstrengths, derived from the enthalpy 
differences, compare reasonably with similar data from literature. 
Chapter V gives an interpretation of hydrogénation rate data for cis-
cyclooctene, hex-1-ene and oct-1-ene. The results of the measurements 
with cis-cyclooctene as substrate could be interpreted with the same 
mechanism as for the hydrogénation of cyclohexene. The linear olefins 
require a small change in the reaction mechanism, which is associated 
with a stencal effect. The enthalpy and entropy differences, derived 
from the rate data, ~ould be ragionali¿ed. 
Chapter VI descriics the resu.ts of rate "easuromentь in solvents 
other than benzene. The measured effects coild be interpreted m 
terns of the coordination and/or solvation oohaviour of he 
solvents. 
Finally, Chapter VII gives the recultb of the xmmobili/ation of 
RhClfPPh ) on solid supports. The detachment of the complex from 
the support, leading to a homogeneous reaction redium, and the 
effects of substrate-diffusion irLo, or swelling oí the support, 
often obscured the reaction rate neasurenents. Only one specimen, 
RhCl(PPhq) on linear po^styrono, could be used for a kinetic 
analysis. In this case, the mechanj-sm of olefin hydrogénation 
proved to be essentially I he same as in the homogeneous case. 
Samenvatting. 
Het doel van het onderzoek was het opstellen van een mechanisme voor 
de hydrogenering van olefines met RhCl(PPh ) als katalysator. Daar-
naast werd gekeken naar de mechanistische implicaties van de immobili-
sering van deze katalysator op de olefine hydrogenering. 
Hoofdstuk I geeft enige algemene opmerkingen over hydrogenenngs-
katalysatoren. Verder wordt de afleiding van reactiesnelheidsverge-
lijkmgen besproken. 
Hoofdstuk II beschrijft de reactiesnelheidsmetingen met cyclohexeen 
als substraat en benzeen als oplosmiddel bij ?50C. Het meest opvallende 
aspect van de gevonden reactiesnelheden was het optreden van een 
maximum in de reactiesnelheid versus de cyclohexeen concentratie 
curve. Een mechanisme, waarin het oplosmiddel een essentiële rol 
speelt, bleek in staat alle metingen te beschrijven. 
Hoofdstuk III behandelt de spectrofotometri^che bepaling van enige 
evenwichten, die belangrijke stappen zijn in het mechanisme van de 
olefine hydrogenering. 
Hoofdstuk IV geeft een uitgebreide kinetische beschrijving van de 
cyclohexeen hydrogenering in benzeen als oplosmiddel. Gemeten werd 
bij 4 verschillende temperaturen waardoor enthalpie- en entropie-
verschillen bepaald konden worden. Interpretatie van de entropie-
verschillen leidde tot een verfijnd mechanisme, dat alle waarnemingen 
kon verklaren. De uit de enthalpie-verschillen berekende bandsterkten 
zijn in goede overeenstemming met literatuurwaarden. 
Hoofdstuk V geeft de interpretatie van reactiesnelheids-gegevens van 
de hydrogenering van cis-cycloocteen, hexeen-1 en octeen-1. De metin-
gen met het cyclische olefine cycloocteen als substraat blijken met 
het zelfde mechanisme verklaard te kunnen worden als voor cyclohexeen. 
De lineaire olefines behoeven een kleine verandering in het mechanisme. 
Deze verandering J.S waarschijnlijk het gevolg van een stensch effect. 
De entropie- en enthalpie-verschillen, bepaald op grond van de ge-
postuleerde mechanismen blijken interpreteerbaar. 
Hoofdstuk VI beschrijft de resultaten van de reactiesnelheidsmetingen 
m andere oplosmiddelen dan benzeen (pyridine, THt, propanol-2r 
hexaan, cyclohexaan). De gemeten effecten blijken geïnterpreteerd te 
kunnen worden in termen van het coördinatie respectievelijk solvatie 
gedrag van de oplosmiddelen. 
Hoofdstuk VII tenslotte beschrijft de resultaten van de immobilisatie 
van RhCl(PPh ) op vaste dragers. De reactiesnelheidsmetдngen worden 
vaak vertroebeld door dissociatie van het complex los van de drager, 
waardoor een homogeen reactiemedium ontstaat, óf door diffusie- en 
zweieffecten van de drager. Slechts bij één spec men, RhCliPPh ) 
op lineair polystyreen, gaven de metingen aanleiding tot een kine-
tische analyse. In dit geval blijkt het mechanisme weinig essentie e 
veranderingen te ondergaan, vergeleken ""et t et homogene geval. 
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bydxogenerìng тап etheen met de aan polyneer gebonden 
[ciAnOe ( С О ) 1 0 ( Н і 2 - @ ) ] - oluBter ala katalysator l e i d t to t een 
poe l t i e f enthalpie- en entxople-TBTSohll TOOT de adsorptie тап etheen 
aan de katalysator. Dientengevolge moet het gepostuleerde mechanisme 
vorden verworpen, 
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Overlap тап TFD-рівк п, тоог het geval van vrfle readsorptle van de gede-
Borbeexde fase, leidt tot verBähuiving van de mailma. Deoonvolutle door 
optelling van afzonderlQk berekende pieken geeft onjuistheden in de 
berekende üiemodynamieahe parame tere. 
Till 
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IX 
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M.H.J.M. de Croon N i e g e n , 18/9/1980 
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